EXCAVATIONS AT KOMMOS (CRETE)
DURING 1984-1985
(PLATES

45-60)
For Nikolaos Platon

Summary
The past two seasons of excavation,concentratingchiefly in the area south of the wide east-west Minoan
paved road, revealed partially eroded Greek levels overlying massive Minoan walls. Stratifieddumps of the
three majortemple periods (Protogeometric,Geometric/Archaic,4th centurythrough Late Hellenistic/Early
Roman) continued here. South of them, a building ("Q")of unusual shape and size, now consideredArchaic,
was further investigated.On the east a previously partly excavatedHellenistic building ("E")was cleared.
The Minoan civic buildings are impressive,although, unfortunately,barren of contentsthat might have
explained their original functions. Late Minoan (LM) I Building T, featuring an enormous court, had a
significant history of use followed by a partial abandonmentand reoccupation.The LM III building P, constructednext, was composedof long roofed galleries, open on the west toward the Libyan Sea. It is the largest
LM III building reported so far from Crete, but its exact use, once again, escapes us. Like its predecessor,
however, it was probablydevotedat least partially to commerce.
D

URING THE 1984-1985 SEASONS(16 June-13 August;24 June-14 August)1
excavation continued in the areas of the court of the Greek sanctuary and beyond, in

'The excavation is being conductedby the University of Toronto and the Royal Ontario Museum under
the auspices of the AmericanSchoolof Classical Studies at Athens, with the cooperationof the Greek Archaeological Service. Financial support during the two-year period was providedby the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (Grants 82-0042-X3 and 410-85-0379-X1), by an anonymous donor
through the University of Toronto, and by the Royal Ontario Museum, as well as the SCM Corporationof
New York. Kodak, Canada provideda majorportion of the film.
Full-time staff during the 1984 (#) and 1985 (t) excavationseasons consistedof the Director,Joseph W.
Shaw, University of Toronto and the Royal Ontario Museum; Professor Philip Betancourt (#:), Temple
University; Professor Peter Callaghan (#:), British Museum and, now, University of Cambridge;Professor
Maria C. Shaw (#:, Assistant Director), ScarboroughCollege, University of Toronto. Also present were the
following formeror present students at the University of Toronto: Giuliana Bianco (#:), excavationarchitect
and artist since the project'sinception, Erin Campbell (#4), Eric Csapo (#:), Robert Henrickson (#), John

McEnroe(t), JacquelinePhillips (#:), ElizabethSafran(#4), and StevenShubert(t). Campbell(#),
Csapo, Henrickson, McEnroe, M. Shaw, and Shubert worked as trenchmasters,as did Susan Cronkite (:),
University of British Columbia, and BarbetteSpaeth (#:), Johns Hopkins University. George Beladakiswas
again foreman in charge of workmen from Pitsidia, and also from Hagios loannis, Petrokephali, Pombia,
and Siva.
We are also indebted to Deborah Harlan, University of Pennsylvania, who was in charge of the cataloguing and managementof the work- and storerooms,with Phillips' help. Peter Callaghan dealt chiefly with
Iron Age pottery, while Betancourt, with the aid of Eleni Banou (#4), University of Pennsylvania, dealt
mainly with the Minoan pottery. Elizabeth Safran drew the profiles;Joseph Clarke (#:) made objectdrawings. Catherine Sease (#:) was the conservator.David Reese (#:) studiedbone and shell. Winn Burke (#:),
Sheridan College of Applied Arts and Technology, served as objectphotographer.During the winter months
Phillips (#:) and Sarah Stewart (t) servedas Kommos Research Assistants in Toronto.
Study periods during the spring were carried out by Harriet Blitzer (#, stone tools); by Professors
Jennifer and Thomas Shay (#, botanical remains), University of Manitoba; Professor L. V. Watrous (#,
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order to trace the Minoan buildings, the floors of which lie about 2.40 m. below that court.2
As a result the temple and a small area around it have become an "island"approachable
only from the north. The same is true of the four Greek altars, which now appear to be on
high pillars above the Bronze Age buildings (P1. 45). With the exposure of the Minoan
buildings, the southern area confrontsthe viewer with a complex maze of walls.3
Late Minoan pottery);and ProfessorJames Wright (#), Bryn Mawr College, who is examining for publication a portion of the houses on the hillside.
In June 1984 Dr. Stavros Papamarinopoulosof the University of Patra and Lucia Nixon, then Assistant
Director of the Canadian ArchaeologicalInstitute in Athens, conductedan experimental geophysical survey
by resistivity meter and magnetometerof the unexcavatedarea east of the one expropriatedin the past. The
20 x 40 m. area included, on the north, the possible continuationof the east-west Minoan road. Our aim was
to learn more about this and any continuation of Building T. A number of anomalies were detected, these
oriented due east-west unlike the road, which is at a slight angle, or, as we know now in retrospect,
Building P's continuationto the east with its certain northeast-southwestorientation.One cannot be certain
whether the anomalies are archaeologicallymeaningful, for the pure sand overburdenhere is thick (3.50 m.),
and there are some 3.50 m. of earth and sand layers above the Minoan road'spossible continuation.
Our observersfrom the Greek ArchaeologicalService were Despina Vallianou (#) and George Rethymniotakis (t).
Mary Betancourthelped with the shopping (#), and Alexander (#t) and Robin (#) Shaw gave help at
intervals.
All these people, and many others, contributedto the progress and success of the work, and we are in
many differentways grateful to them. I am in particularindebtedto the trenchmastersand potteryexperts for
their professional, often eloquent reports that will continue to serve as permanent records for the Kommos
archives.
Figures 1-4 and 6-11 were drawn by Giuliana Bianco, Figure 5 by Joseph Clarke. Objectphotographs
are all by Winn Burke; site photographsare by J. W. Shaw.
2 For preliminary reports see Hesperia 46, 1977, pp. 199-240 ( = Kommos, 1976); 47, 1978, pp. 111-170
( Kommos, 1977); 48, 1979, pp. 145-173 ( = Kommos, 1978); 49, 1980, pp. 207-250 ( = Kommos, 1979);
50, 1981, pp. 211-251 ( = Kommos, 1980); 51, 1982, pp. 164-195 ( = Kommos, 1981); 53, 1984, pp. 251287 ( = Kommos, 1982-1983). See also J. W. Shaw, "At the End of the Road to the Libyan Sea," Royal
OntarioMuseum ArchaeologicalNewsletter, ser. 2, no. 10, September 1985; "A 'Palatial' Stoa at Kommos"
(forthcomingin the proceedingsof the Fourth InternationalSymposium of the Swedish Institute of Archaeology in Athens); and J. W. Shaw and M. C. Shaw, edd., "A Great Minoan Triangle in SouthcentralCrete:
Kommos, Hagia Triada, Phaistos"(Scripta Mediterranea6, 1985), the contentsbeing the proceedingsof the
Kommos Symposium held in Toronto during the 1985 AIA/APA conference.The publication includes articles on Kommos and the eastern Messara by Philip Betancourt, Vincenzo LaRosa, Maria C. Shaw, and
L. Vance Watrous. See also Pamela J. Russell, "A Middle Cypriote Jug from Kommos, Crete,"in Temple
University Aegean Symposium 10, P. Betancourt, ed., Philadelphia 1985, pp. 42-50; and, with numerous
references to, and illustrations of, Minoan pottery from the Kommos site, P. Betancourt, The History of
Minoan Pottery, Princeton 1985, as well as "The Middle Minoan Potteryof SouthernCrete and the Question
of a Middle Minoan Thalassocracy,"in The Minoan Thalassocracy:Myth and Reality (Skrifterutgivna av
Svenska Institut i Athen, XXXII), R. Hagg and N. Marinatos, edd., Stockholm1984, pp. 89-92.
The following special abbreviationswill be used:
AGMT = "A Great Minoan Triangle in SouthcentralCrete: Kommos, Hagia Triadha, Phaistos,"J. W.
and M. C. Shaw, edd., Scripta Mediterranea6, 1985
MAMAT = J. W. Shaw, "Minoan Architecture:Materials and Techniques,"ASAtene,n.s. 33,1971 [1973]
Please note a corrigendumin Kommos,1982-1983, p. 252, note 2, line 6, where "theAshlar"should read
"A Harbor".
I The visual effect of the walls and other features is complicatedby the masonryof walls we have built to
supportthe Greek structures.In the future the latter will be maskedwith mortarand earth. So far, during and
after excavation seasons, we have had time to do only emergency building and consolidation. Our having
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THE GREEK LEVELS
Greek levels occurthroughoutthe southern area, ranging from superficialaccumulationsto
apparentlyintentional filling of erosion gullies. There is re-use of Minoan structureswithout major modificationto their form, as well as the building of entirely new ones. There is
now reason to believe that, whenever cut stone was used after LM I in both LM and Greek
times, the stone was quarried from Building T either directly or from its re-use in the
LM III period. For instance, lying outside three of the Greek buildings were abandoned
Minoan blocks, presumably surplus material.4The term used by the local people for this
area, in fact, has been "Pelekia"(Cut Stone).5It is also probablytrue that the north-south
profile of the area during the later Greek period, sloping down to the southwest toward the
sea, was similar to that during the Middle Minoan period, before the great leveling of the
slope and cutting of the bedrocktook place in order to set in Building T.6
BUILDING

W AND THE RETAINING

WALL

SOUTH OF THE GREEK

TEMPLES

(Fig. 2; Pls. 45:b,

46:a).
At approximatelythe same time that the 4th-century B.C. Temple C was constructed,7
the curious small structureW was built to the southwest (Figs. 2, 3).8 In 1984 a sounding
(Trench 55A) was made through the floor of the small room in order to investigate a block
set up in its center. It rested on two more blocks (Pl. 46:a) which did not, however, go down
into Bronze Age levels. A group of tusk shells (Dentalium) were the only objects of any
interest.
The north wall, set against the slope, extendedeastward 6.35 m. beyondthe little room
and served as a retaining wall. Access from the south to the sanctuary was providedby a
3.80 m. gap, roughly closed later, beyond which the line of the wall continued for at least
21.60 m. Construction in the latter section was rough, of fieldstones, although perhaps
contemporarywith the western section. This eastern wall had small rectangulargaps left
for drainage (P1.45:b, center).Although its basic functionwas to preventerosion,one might
also think of the wall as serving double duty as a borderof the sanctuaryarea to the south,
acting like a temenos wall. It is of interest in this connectionthat a small rectangularenclosure of upright slabs filled with bone and ash, found against the southern side of the
eastern wall,9 apparentlyreceivedthe offerings of pilgrims approachingfrom the south.
halted excavation, at least temporarily,in favor of publication will give time to study, as well as to landscape
and consolidate,parts of the site.
4 Specifically, an enormous ashlar block found in 1981 just to the west of and behind Al, the Late Hellenistic addition to the north of Temple C. Also, a probable Minoan orthostateblockjust south of Gebmetric
Temple B (found in 1983; Kommos, 1982-1983, p. 279 and note 53) and a series of large blocks found (and
removed)in 1985 fromjust west of Building E on the east. In all three cases the blockswere not left near the
main entranceswhere they might have appeared unsightly.
5 See also Kommos, 1977, p. 129.
6 Kommos, 1980, pp. 220-221.
7 The reader is remindedthat Temples A and B lie below Building A2. A2 is also Temple C.
8 Kommos, 1982-1983, p. 280, pl. 59:a, c.
9 Kommos, 1982-1983, p. 280, pl. 59:b.
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THE TEMPLEDUMPS(Trenches 62D, 63A; P1. 53:d, e)

Excavation of the temple dumps continued beyond the area immediately south and
southeast of the temples.10These were stratified from Protogeometric(the time of Temple A) through Late Hellenistic and Early Roman levels (late Temple C). As expected, a
trench between Altars U and C (Fig. 2) revealed the usual thin lenses of Geometric and
Archaic deposits which had accumulated upon the collapsed masonry of Minoan Building T. We also traced the increasingly thick layers of Iron Age deposits extending all the
way south to the line of T's colonnade.
The stratificationof this area (P1. 53:e), basically a surface sloping down gently to the
south, consists of the following sequence, starting at the lowest levels: 1) An LM III accumulationabove the court of Minoan Building P (+ 3.36 to + 3.52 m., top visible in center
of P1. 53:f) which lies upon Minoan Building T's pebble court (at + 3.16 m.); 2) the
Protogeometric/Geometric dump associated with Temples A and early B (+ 3.52 to
+ 4.36 m.), the lowest part representing post-Minoan sand accumulation;3) the Archaic
dump associatedwith late Temple B (+ 4.36 to + 5.12 m.); 4) the thick stratum associated
with the early use of Temple C (+ 5.12 to + 5.84 m., the height of the retaining wall just
described; the bottom of that wall is just visible in the upper right-hand corner of
Plate 53:d); 5) the thick layer of sand, removed in previous seasons, with Hellenistic and
Early Roman materials in its lower levels (+ 5.84 to + 8.30 m.).
Artifacts within these layers were of great interest. Within Layer 1 were an imported
Canaanitejar fragment (C 8144) and an inscribedhandle (I 47, P1. 58:a), as well as part of
a Cypriot base-ringjug (C 8154, P1. 58:b), coincidingwith a period when Kommos'interconnectionswith other Bronze Age areas had reached a high point (see below, p. 268). In
Layer 2 was a rich variety of ceramic and metal objects:numerous terracottaanimal figurines including a horse (C 7828), an iron blade (Mi 173, P1.47:a), and, of special interest,
part of an unusual jug with a protome of a female head with inset shell decorationfor the
eyes and for an ornament on the forehead (C 8192, P1. 47:b). A number of Phoenician
amphora fragments from the lowest Iron Age levels remind us again of the possible role
played at Kommos by early seafarers.11The votive figurines include two bronze bulls
(P1. 47:d). One is of the general type already found earlier within and south of Temple B,12
but the other has tenons for attachment (B 308, P1. 47:d), possibly to the rim of a bowl or
cauldron of which a few body fragments and two handles (e.g. B 312, P1. 47:d)13were
recovered.The most interesting figurine of all, however, is that of a man (B 306, P1.47:d),
ithyphallic, with his arms curving out before him as if holding some object now lost. His
presencein the sanctuaryat Kommos,where anthropomorphicfigurineshave not previously been found, at first appears to be very significant, perhaps suggesting an early tradition later replaced for at least a while by an aniconic one. He also, however, has a tang
for attachment and may have belonged with a larger offering. His presence in the early
?0Kommos, 1980, pp. 228-241; 1981, pp. 185-192; 1982-1983, pp. 281-282.
11C 8097, C 8117, C 8190, and C 8191. See Kommos, 1981, p. 188 and also 1982-1983, pp. 284-285.
12 Kommos, 1979, pl. 65:b; 1980, pl. 59:e.
13 For the other handle, B 252, see Kommos, 1982-1983, p. 281.
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sanctuary may, like that of the female protome, be explained not as representingworshipper, priest, or deity, as at other shrines (e.g. Kato Symi) where anthropomorphismis common, but rather as only part of a dedication.4
Layer 3 also contained terracottas and bronze objects. Aside from the usual types of
wares (e.g. cups and kraters) associatedwith ritual feasting, there was a miniature votive
bronze shield of the Boeotian type with repousse dot decoration(P1.47:c);the head of what
must once have been an unusual horse with a trumpetlike muzzle (P1. 47:e); terracotta
bulls' legs; and fragments of stone vessels. Of note in Layer 4 were our first examples of
ostrich-egg fragments (S 8); bronze laurel leaves, probably part of a wreath,15and "Kommos" cups,16 one of which had been filled with water-worn beach pebbles in antiquity
(C 7746, P1.47:f). As usual at Kommos,terracottabulls' legs were encounteredin all Greek
levels. Some of the original figures, of which only the more solidly made legs are now
preserved, must have been 0.40-0.60 m. high, such as the graceful Protogeometrictype
represented by C 3344 (P1. 47:h) or an unusually thick 4th-century example, C 7675
(P1.47:g).
When first found in the sandjust abovethe east-west Minoan road,17 bull's leg C 3344
was thought to be of Late Minoan date since it was in an LM III ceramic context. Since
then a number of joins have been made, first with fragments from within Temple A
(Trench 33C) and then from the lowest levels of the temple dumps being described
(Trench 63A). One can perhaps deduce from the locations of the pieces that the original
terracottafigure was set within Temple A, probably as a major dedication.It was broken
there, and during a cleaning of A (or when the ruins of Temple A were being partly leveled
in preparationfor the constructionof Temple B above them), one of its pieces was thrown
down onto the sand that had accumulatedabove the Minoan road, then still largely open,
and other pieces were discardedwith refuse far down the slope to the southwest.
Temple A had originally been set on a long, high, east-west mound formed by the
collapsedmasonryof Minoan BuildingsT and J. As time went on the surroundingarea was
leveled off by a combinationof natural erosion, neglect, and dumping, so that by the time
that C was establishedin the 4th centulrythe gap for the Minoan road was completelyfilled
in, and the area south of the temple had been built up considerably.During the early Iron
Age, in the area west of Minoan Building P and south of T (P1. 53:d), a 0.30 m. layer of
sand had accumulatedupon the LM III court. Somewhat later, probably during the Geometric period,'8 an east-west retaining wall of re-used Minoan blocks was built (P1. 53:d,
right), south of the LM III retaining wall (Pf. 53:d, left). This was shortly to be hidden
from view as the refuse from the temple accumulatedupon the slope behind.
This Greek retaining wall may not have been intended primarily to stabilize the slope
south of the temple, for unless part of the wall has been robbedout, it did not extend far
We do not yet know, however, into what type(s) of socketthe piercedtang would have been set.
229, pl. 58:b.
16 For the type see Kommos, 1980, p. 228, pl. 59:a.
17 It was then cataloguedas C 6060, as in Kommos, 1982-1983, p. 281.
18 We must generalize here, for the unexcavatedearth below the 4th-century retaining wall in Plate 53:d,
upper right, obscuresa crucial area, three meters wide, in front of the wall be-ingdiscussed.
14

15 Cf. Kommos, 1980, p.
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enough west to be of use there. Instead, as can be seen in Figure 2, the wall continues eastward in an uneven fashion and then disappearsbelow unexcavatedareas. There it probably
was unrelatedto the Geometric sanctuarywhich functioned,as we know, in the immediate
temple area. Rather, the Geometric stratum on the southeast (see below) may have some
bearing on the interpretationof the wall. This layer might even have extended to the west,
where there are now no early Greek remains, for it is probablethat water erosion has swept
clean any overlying LM III and Geometric/Archaicremains above the LM I pebble court.
There is little architecturalevidenceto the southeast of Q to enable us to estimate the
scale of this area's use during the Geometricperiod. So far one can only point to two broad
but insubstantial east-west walls that were built within Gallery 3 of Minoan Building P,
some distance above its original floor (at P3 in Fig. 2; upper left in P1. 55:b).9 Throughout
the area, however, there is a layer, 0.60-1.00) m. thick, of sooty black earth with much
fragmentaryProtogeometricand Middle Geometricpottery.Joins between this potteryand
that in temple dumps show that sanctuary remnainsextend this far south. This layer was
found throughout the P2/P3 areas (in Fig. 6d and P1. 55:d) and becomesthicker as it continues east.20
The erosion of the ancient levels described here has probably occurred periodically.
Some seems to have taken place before the accumulationof the sand layer above the LM
court, perhaps in LM IIIC/Protogeometric times, when the upper, LM III court level was
washed away (see below, p. 258). A second phase occurred after the Archaic period but
beforethe time that a three-sidedhearth (Fig. 2, Pls. 45:b, 46:b) was set upon the sand, with
its stone lining actually penetrating down to the level of the LM I pebble court. Not far
south of the hearth, which was the site of much burning on the west and south, were found
large curving fragments of terracottaslabs that we first thought were roof tiles but which,
when their fenestrationswere noticed, were identifiedas beehives.21We now provisionally
suggest that the hearth was associatedwith beekeeping,used perhaps for melting the wax or
other procedures.Sherds in the surroundingsand range from Archaic to Hellenistic. Since
beehives are normally set some distance from where people congregate, it seems unlikely
19Part of this curious arrangement was first noted in 1980 when a sounding was made within a space
clearedof more than 10 metersof sand at what was then the extreme southernpart of the expropriatedproperty. The descriptionand interpretationin Kommos, 1980, pp. 242-243 still apply; the Geometricwall can be
seen there in pl. 57:d, upper left.
20 The pails concernedare 36B/2:21; 64A1/2:16; 65A/2:15, 17; 65A2/2:25. Although easily identifiable
profiles were not common, thereby suggesting redeposition,skyphoi and mixing bowls were noted. No terracotta figurines associatedwith ritual were found. The sherds associatedwith the temple dumps north of Q are
C 4134 (around Temple B), a Cycladic pithos, and C 8050, a globular flask, perhaps Phoenician.
21 C 8X332,
C 8334. Accordingto P. Callaghan, there are more than two beehives. He notes that they seem to
look like high barrels, with a sort of shoulder at the "top",rather like those from a kiln site at Knossoswhere
they are wrongly identified as kiln props (B. Homann-Wedeking, "A Kiln Site at Knossos,"BSA 45, 1950
[pp. 165-192], p. 185 and fig. 26). Unlike the Greek beehives found in Attica (J. E. Jones, A. J. Graham, and
L. H. Sackett, "An Attic Country House below the Cave of Pan at Vari," BSA 68, 1973 [pp. 355-452],
pp. 397-413), the Kommos examples are hollow at both ends and were provided with little rectangular
windows down the side. For the use of fire for drivingaway or stupefyingbees, see E. Crane, The Archaeology
of Beekeeping, London 1983, passim.
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that they were being used when near-by Archaic Q was still functioning;a Greek or Hellenistic date, during a time when the area was not being used extensively (e.g. duringthe 5th
century or after ca. 50 B.C.) would be preferable.
ARCHAIC BUILDING

Q (Trenches 60B, 62B, 64A-64A3; Figs. 2, 3; Pls. 45:b, 46:b, c, e)

One of the majorsurprisesof the two recentcampaignsat Kommoswas the discoveryof
Building Q, a 7th-century building of unusual size and plan. Up to 1985, Q had been
identifiedas an isolated Archaic building of one room on the southeast,22while its walls on
the west, discoveredin 1979 during the massive sand-clearing operation which preceded
excavation,were thought even in 1984 to be of Minoan date and perhaps relatedto LM III
Building P which had just appeared.23Our growing interestto know the extent and borders
of the Minoan court (over which Q stretches) led to the revelation of Q's actual plan and
aspects of its history.
In its final phase Q was a very long, narrow building. As found, it is 38 meters long and
ranges from 5.40 m. (on the east) to 6.20 m. (on the west) in exterior width. (The northern
wall is very straight, but the southernwall bows out.) Originally the building had either five
or six rooms and had, presumably,a flat, tileless roof like Temple B.24Also like Temple B,
Qwas built on the natural slope of the hill without any effort to level the area, so that the
floor of the eastern room is at + 4.39 m., and the original floor of its western room is at
+ 2.40 m., a two-meter difference. Thus, on the east the building was set into and above
Geometric levels, but on the west, where there had been more erosion, its walls actually
penetrateddown through the LM I Court of Building T. Like all post-LM I structureson
the site, Qwas constructedwith re-used Minoan blocks, but the masons worked without a
great deal of care, often simply setting the blocks in position without reshaping them or
placing them in neat courses.
The first room on the west, 40 (Fig. 3, P1. 46:c), was a coveredporch, about 3.80 m.
wide and 1.00 m. deep, with a doorway 0.90 m. wide, at the north end of the east wall,
leading into inner Room 39.25 This interiordoorwayis unlike the other four of Q,which are
along the southern wall.26 The columnless porch faced the seashore and was probably set
just far enough back from it not to be endangeredby the waves generatedby winter storms.
It is possible that the northern and southern walls continued further west, but this seems
unlikely, since the wall ends discoveredare set upon special subfoundationsnot seen elsewhere in the building and may act as antae. Erosion by the waves of a continuationof Qon
the west (a fate certainly sufferedby Building J to the north) still remains a possibility.The
porch had two major phases of use. Its first earthen floor, quite burnt, had an oval area
Kommos, 1982-1983, pp. 280-281.
E.g. Kommos, 1982-1983, p. 277 and fig. 2 on p. 256.
24
Kommos, 1980, p. 232, note 71. SuperposedGreek Building W preventedits complete excavation.
25 The rooms of Q were numberedin the order of their discovery.
26
There may have been a second doorway in the east wall of Room 40, on the south (the gap in P1. 46:c),
but this is not sure.
22
23
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0.30 x 0.40 m. of pumice of uncertain use, 0.80 m. from the east wall. Above was a secondary floor at + 2.65 m., also burnt; between the two floors were fragments of 7th-century
transportamphorasof micaceousfabric (e.g. C 7745) similar to others found in Q's eastern
rooms (see below).
Neighboring Room 39 lies largely below later Building W. Of the western part of the
room we could ascertain only that there were at least two floors, the original, lower one
joining that in Room 40, and an upper one, at + 3.10 m., partially paved with slabs that
were even with the top of their common cross-wall. It is possible that this upper surface
represents a third, higher floor of Room 39; or it may correspondto the second one in
Room 40, the upper part of the cross-wall having been removedso that one could step down
to the west from Room 39 to Room 40.
Perhaps in the first phase of Q,Rooms 38 and 39 were a single room ca. 11.1 5 m. long,
for the thin wall (and the adjacentstubby one) shown in Figure 3 are certainly later additions, although another cross-wall may still be obscuredby Building W. In Room 38 there
were two floors, the lower one (at + 3.11 m.) characterizedby a few stone slabs, flat sherds,
and burning, as well as a thick mass of some 2,000 crushedMurex trunculusshells, the first
time that a deposit of this size, no doubt the result of obtaining the base material for purple
dye, has been found at the Kommos site. The shells were used as packing for the floor,
probablyhaving been brought in from outside where the crushing and extractionhad been
carriedout.
Just above this floor was another, of burnt, hard-packedclay. It continued,via a doorway, into Room 37. Later, perhaps when the floor was raised, the doorway was partially
blocked.Room 37 was quite large, 6.56 m. long, and found filled with rubble from the fallen
walls, its floor of burnt earth, flat sherds, bone and shell with a number of limpets, sloping
north to south from + 3.48 m. to + 3.30 m. Much of the southernwall has been robbedout,
so one cannot be sure that there was not a doorway, but the positioning of the blocks that
remain makes a doorway seem doubtful.
The easternmost room of Q, 30, with east-west dimensions of 6.20 m. (north) and
6.50 m. (south), had two somewhat ephemeralfloorsof which the latest retaineda few small
slabs, at + 4.39 m. This room was partly excavated in 1982 in an exploratory trench;27
along with part of 31 to the west, it was completedin 1984 during an effort to locate certain
Minoan features suspected to be below its floor level. Little was found upon the floor of
Room 30 save a few fragmentsof bronze and iron, limpets, a bone tool, a few stone tools and
pumice. That of Room 31 was composedof thick multiple levels of much fragmentarypottery, limpets, and burnt earth, including many sherds of an attractivevase of Wild Goat
style (P1. 47:i). Our impression at the time was that this dump, which slopes down to the
west from the common cross-wall (P1. 46:e), was formed when people within Room 30
threw their refuse into Room 31.
On all Q's floors, in the rubble levels above them, and on the adjacentcourt south of
Rooms 37-40 were recoveredmany fragments of Attic, Chian, Lesbian, and East Greek
27
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transportamphoras (some twenty representativeexamples were inventoried)which, along
with those in the strews from the temple courtyardand in the floor levels within Temple B,
compriseone of the richer groups of importedamphorasknown from the Early Greek Iron
Age. Their study should help us learn about commercialinterrelationsnot as shown simply
by the more delicate and attractivefine ware but rather by the amphoraswhose contentsof
wine, oil, and other commoditieswere the actual object of the exchange. All these vessels
certainly date to the last half and probably to the last quarter of the 7th century B.C., the
time of late Temple B when the sanctuarywas increasinglypopular, yet, ironically, on the
verge of a long period of partial abandonment.
The plan of Building Qremains without a clear local precedent,although it resembles
superficiallythe long Roman building at the Cretan seaside sanctuaryof Asklepios at Leda
southeast of Kommos,tentatively identifiedas a hostel for the suppliants of the healing god
worshipped there.28Q's proportionsare those of a stoa, but its sides were closed. Unlike a
stoa, it could not be enteredeasily. The northernand eastern, and most likely the southern,
sides are preservedhigh enough to preclude doorways there, so that Qseems to have been
entered only from the west. The internal cross-walls seem to be original (even though they
do not bond). One must concludethat Q's interior consistedof rooms, their floors stepping
up to the east, following the slope of the hillside.
The building had two unusual internal architecturalfeatures. First, the entranceto it,
through the westernmost cross-wall, is on the north, whereas passage between interior
rooms is on the south. Could this have been arranged to ensure the privacy of the inner
rooms? Second, the position of the doors next to a long south wall must be explained, perhaps simply as a curious local custom or to providethe maximum usable space for material
or people. In the formercase, no floor featuressuggest benchesor couchesfor dining, such as
in Building A in the sanctuary, nor do the ceramic finds suggest either ritual or ritual
dining, as they do in the sanctuarydepositsboth inside the temples and outside in the temple
dumps. Rather, the masses of transport-amphorafragments throughout the floor deposits
suggest the storage of goods, in particularliquids importedfrom abroad.Further study will
be necessaryto explore the nature of the exchange between the Kommosarea with its Messara hinterland, in particular the population centers at Gortyn and Phaistos, and Eastern
Greek trade centers. It does seem that this amphora trade is a continuation of the local
tradition of Kommos as a landing spot and point for commercialinterchangeas it had been
during the Bronze Age and, later, during the 9th-8th centuries B.c.29 Duringthe 7th century, Building Q seems to have been a storehouseon the shore for safeguardingtrade goods,
foreign or local, a facility which might have been a welcome convenienceto those either
administering or visiting the near-by sanctuary. Q's single entrance could perhaps be explained as evidencethat vigilance by a caretakerwas built into its plan.
The patches of burning on the floors, the layers of carbonand earth mixed with sherds
in Room 31, as well as the scattersof limpets should still be explained. Some of the burning
L. Pernier and L. Banti, Guida degli scavi italiani in Creta, Rome 1947, p. 69 and pl. 75 (at 7).
A revival of the tradition of amphora trade may be seen in the hundredsof amphorafragmentsscattered
about the sanctuaryduring a final, perhaps commercial,use of the area during the 1st century after Christ.
28
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might be the result of a general fire in the roof, but nowhere were the burnt depositsthick or
pure enough to be convincing,as they were in one of the rooms of Minoan Building T (see
below, p. 253). It seems preferable,therefore,to think that there were other occasionaluses
made of the storeroomsby the building's guardians or those connectedwith the importexport trade, whether with the shipping, cartage, or some other aspect. The three-sided
hearth just south of Q,mentioned above in connectionwith the beehives, might well have
been theirs, as well as that representedby a single slab set against Q's wall to the south of
Building W (visible in Pls. 45:b, 46:b).
GREEK LEVELS ON THE EAST

The Archaic Court

During excavationaround the temple we came to expect the "Archaic"level which was
characterizedby more limpets, iron fragments, and tools than elsewhere, by burning, by
groups of pebbles (such as those in Plate 46:d), by curious three-sided stone enclosures,by
bits of colored clay, and occasional fragments of specular haematite as well as faience
bowls.30Predictably,the levels were at about five meters above datum, at about + 5.10 m.
west of the temple, and at + 5.00 m. just south of it (beforethe slope down to Building Q).
In front of Temple B the level was at + 4.97 m. at the base of Altar U and at + 5.23 m. next
to the twin hearth on the north, suggesting that there may have been an intentional slope
down to the south.
As we excavatedeast of the temple, we also noted the "Archaic"level which again was
usually marked by patchy burning, limpets, and occasional small, low, rectangular platformsbuilt with slabs and small stones. While the small enclosuresdo not appear on the east
(except in front of the temple), there is a layer of stone chips there not found on the west. We
also found on the east a well, 1.00 m. in diameter and probably of Archaic date, which
partly destroyedsome of a Minoan wall in T's Room 24b (see below, p. 253). A bovid skull
was found at water level within this incompletelyexcavatedwell. It was only after extensive
excavationover a broad area, however, that we realized that the level space in front of Temple B (phase 2) extendedfar to the east, implying that there had been a massive leveling and
filling operationdesignedto createa large court. Up to the time that this work was done, the
east-west Minoan roadway was left open,31which no doubt made it difficult to approach
the temple from the north or east, for during its earliest phase Temple B, like its predecessor, Temple A, was built upon an "island"formed by the top of the collapsed masonry of
Minoan Building T. At this time, during the second phase of Temple B, Altar (or bothros) U was established,and, to its north, abovethe Minoan road,the double hearthwas constructed (Fig. 2).
While the filling operation extended north of the road near the temple, further east
(P1. 51:d) the roadway was left open for a time. By the end of the 7th century, however,
the orthostate wall of Building T was covered over; above T the court of Temple B was
30Kommos,1981, p. 189.
31
Kommos, 1982-1983, p. 282.
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carefullyleveled (at about + 5.50 m.) and sloped slightly down to the southwest.Any earlier
Greek remains that may have been there were removed,32and the court level was neatly retained along much of its southernlength by the north wall of Minoan Building P (P1. 52:a).
Alongside P's north wall, west of the area shown in Plate 52:a and the number 22 in Figure 6e, and not far from a mass of limpets, was a hearth. On either side of the hearth was a
slab lying on its side, as if fallen, the ensemble suggesting a roasting pit.
It seems inconsistent,given the care that the Greeks gave to their temple and its court,
that they did not build a retaining wall along the south in order to prevent erosion. They
could have done this easily by extending westward the line of the north wall of Building P.
Q,which was built very late in Temple B's period,might have helped, but surely, if a major
effort was being made, Q's orientationwould have been differentand perhaps a wall northward from Q would have been built. Anotherpossibility is that there once was an east-west
retaining wall that was robbed out and that the only blocks remaining from it are those
shown in Plate 53:d (center),for they are certainlypart of a Geometricretainingwall which
so far remains unrelatedto buildings discoveredeither to the north or south.
The thin layer of working chips characterizingthe court surface on the east probably
results from the dismantlingof Minoan walls, especially the north walls of Buildings T and
P (P1. 50), although we do not know where the material was used, perhaps in V or Q, or in
some still undiscoveredbuilding. Much of the south wall of T had been removedand covered over during LM III, but part of that wall was left projectingabove Temple B's court
surface (P1. 52:a). The court createdwas at least 12.10 m. wide (from P's north wall to T's
north wall) and 42.20 m. long, the eastern limit probably being the east wall of Minoan
Building T (P1. 51:d), now obscuredbelow Building E.
Two IsolatedDumps
Two dumps are worth noting here. The first (in Trench 56A Pails 38, 39, 41, 44)
containedthe only solidly 5th-centurygroup of pottery discoveredat Kommos.It was found
just north of Building P's north wall, sandwiched between dumps of late Temple B and
early Temple C dates. The types of wares represented (hydriai, "Kommos"cups, ladles,
lamps, and tulip cups) typify sanctuarydump material and indicatethe continueduse of the
court area for ritual purposes. The rituals, however,may have taken place completelyin the
open, since, as far as we know, there were no cult buildings at Kommos at the time. The
The specific pails of this somewhat difficult level are, from west to east, 62D/45, bottom at + 4.97 m.;
56A1/57, at + 4.72 m.; 57A/9 (bottom at + 5.50 m., shown in P1. 52:a); 57A2/65, at + 5.50 m.; 58A/15 at
+ 5.42 m. In 57A, 57A2, and 58A the transition from 7th century to LM III is immediate,the abruptnessof
the change suggesting two possibilities. One is that during LM III there was a use surfaceon the east, north of
Building P and perhaps reached from the south by the stairs shown in Figure 4e. One could argue that this
same surface was re-used during the Archaic period. In 57A2, however, the Archaic court surface actually
runs over P's north wall, thus indicatingthat at least part of the surfacewas createdduring the Archaicperiod.
The other possibility arises when we note that very little early Iron Age pottery has been found in the eastern
area. Were Protogeometric/Geometriclevels removed when the Archaic court was established? There are,
however, places (e.g. above the road to the east) where leveling did not take place and there is no Geometric
presence. It is still possible that a portion of the thick Protogeometric/Geometriclayer below and to the south
of Building Q (see above, p. 226) may have originatedjust east of Temple B.
32
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position of the dump just south of the altars probably confirmsour earlier suggestion that
one of the four post-Archaicaltars, probablyAltar H to the northeast,was used during the
hiatus after the time that Temple B went out of use (ca. 600 B.C.) and before Temple C was
constructed(ca. 400-375 B.C.).33 The 5th-century dump lies upon a thin layer of working
chips that extend northward,where they coincidewith the base of Altar H and may support
a 5th-centurydate for it.
The second dump (Trench 59A1, Pails 26-36) was in the northeast area, above the
east-west Minoan road and south of Minoan Building X. In an area prone to erosion and
used for discardedsanctuarymaterialas early as the 7th centuryB.C.,34 we recoveredover 55
kilogramsof pottery and brokenroof tiles dating to the last half of the 1st centuryB.C. Joins
between sherds from this dump and pottery found in Burned Building B, some 25 meters to
the northwest (C 368, a cup; and C 3151, a plate), confirmat least part of the dump's origin,
enabling us to trace more of the activity in the late sanctuary and adding to our ongoing
attemptsto link otherwise disparatedeposits in the southernarea.
Hellenistic Building E (Trenches 66B; 67A-A1; Fig. 2, P1. 60:a, b)
Our first projecton the east in 1985 was to finish excavationof Building E. We hoped
that E did not extend so far south as to preventexcavationof Minoan levels and recoveryof
more of the plan of Minoan Building T which, as we had learnedin the previouscampaign,
ended in this area. Building E, discovered in 1977, was partly excavated the following
year,35at which time we suggestedthat its distancefrom and skewed position in relationship
to the sanctuary court, its lack of ritual material, and the eastern orientation of its one
known doorway all implied that it was not directlyconnectedwith the sanctuary(P1. 60:a).
This hypothesis has been strengthenednow by E's completeclearance.
Before its crudely constructednorthernadditionwas built, without properdoorwaybut
only a passage formed by removingpart of the commonwall, Building E was a neatly and
solidly constructedbuilding, 6.58 m. long by 4.35 m. wide. That it was built largely of reused Minoan material seems assured by the tumble of some seven Minoan blocks found
upon the late Hellenistic surface next to its southwest corner. These were probably originally brought for use in E but were abandonedbehind the house after its completion. For
use in most of the walls the large blocks were probably reducedto smaller pieces, but like
larger Building B in the sanctuary,cornerswere reinforcedwith unbrokenMinoan blocks.
Just south of E, set on a southward slant next to its southeast corner, was a large circular
basin, 1.30 m. in diameter, 0.30 m. thick (max.) and at least 0.15 m. deep (Fig. 2, P1. 60:a,
far left). We have no evidence for its specific use but assume that it was at least for liquid,
since a hole had been boredin its southernedge, presumablyto allow the liquid to drain out.
The later, northernaddition to E incorporatedin its cornersa Minoan thresholdblock and
a pier-and-doorpartition base.
Kommos, 1980, pp. 225, 236; 1981, pp. 185-186.
A join was found between a sherd from this dump and another (C 3053, a Corinthian aryballos) from a
high level within Temple B.
3 Kommos, 1977, pp. 133-134; 1978, pp. 169-170 and pl. 58:e; 1979, p. 243.
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Buildings B and E resembleeach other, being part of the same tradition.36Each has an
exterior bench next to its doorway, that in front of E being 4.23 m. long and 0.54 m. wide
and next to the single, particularlynarrow doorway (0.68 m. wide) leading into the central
room (Figs. 2, 4). Like Building B, also, there were originally two rooms, but in E's case a
single doorway gave access to both rooms, unlike the situation in Building B where each
room had its own exterior doorway and there was no interior connectionbetween rooms, a
curious arrangementperhaps intendedto separateactivities,material (e.g. storedgoods), or
even people.
Unlike Building B, with its stairway leading up to an attic or second story, E was apparently single storied. Its rooms,moreover,were smaller and simpler, without platformsor
inner partitions like those in B. A single block set along the north wall of the central room
probably provided a rough seat (Fig. 4). The wall separating the two original rooms, of
which the northern is the larger (2.14 x 3.24 m. vs. 2.51 x 3.18 m.), is unusual in that a
doorway, 0.60 m. wide, was providedat each end. This bit of special luxury, however, was
eliminated at a relatively late period in the building's history when its inhabitants set a
hearth, formedof upright slabs, in the inner doorwayfacing the northernroom. Perhaps the
central room was used for cooking, as implied by the pottery found there, especially two
complete pots in the northwest corner, a serving dish (C 7756) and a cooking pot (C 7739;
P1. 60:b, c), and along the southern wall, part of another cookingpot (C 7759). During the
colderwinter months the heat from the fire would have been evenly distributedbetween the
rooms.
The southern room of E, like the other two rooms, was found with roof tiles scattered
below burnt earth above its floor. When these had been removed,we found to our surprise a
fine floor of irregularbut carefully fitted slabs. It is not clear whether the slab floor is original or a later addition. The slabs do not continue below the hearth, and so either paving
slabs were removedwhen the hearth was built or they were placed around the hearth. We
know that the hearth was a late addition,blocking the original passage and lying upon tiles
believed to derive from a first roof collapse, and so the paving is likely to be original. Tiles
presumably from the same collapse were also found in the northern room and below the
quarter-circlestructure there (Fig. 4), both late additions to E. No complete vessels were
found in this room, although there were fragments of cups, lamps, cooking ware and amphoras;parts of C 7757, a cylindricalcup, were found here and in the central room.
The phases of Building E, which appearsto be a modestHellenistic house, seem to have
been as follows:
1) A rectangularbuilding with two rooms, one paved, with exterior bench, was constructedupon Late
Hellenistic levels.
2) An additional room was added on the north, communicationbeing providedby breaking through the
original north wall; a slab pavementwas added south of the addition.
3) The building's roof(s) collapsed, then was (were) restored. In the northern room (the addition) a
quarter-circleconstructionof unknown use was set over the fallen tiles, raising the floor level. At least two
types of pan and cover tiles were in use in E. The two southern rooms were then partially cleared, and the
hearth between the central and south rooms was set in the 1st century B.C.
36
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4) Not long afterward the building burned, its roof collapsing inward, in the last half of the 1st century B.C., as suggested in earlier reports. Building B had a similar history, with abandonmentat about the
same time precededby two roof collapses.

67A1, P1. 59:b-d)
Immediately south of Building B is Minoan Building P. North of P, the Greek level
changed, with its layer of stone chips, to Minoan at a predictable depth (+ 5.50 m.),
analogous with what we had found further west.37 South of P's wall, however, was a
uniformlyLate Hellenistic level containinga dump of domesticwares, especially amphoras,
cups, bowls, cooking pots, jugs, and platters. The drinkingcups, serving bowls, amphoras,
and somejugs were very much like other 1st-centuryB.C. wares associatedwith the sanctuary, but this dump generally lacks their votive element. Only one small votive lekane and a
few small unglazed bowls suggest ritual use. The large serving platters and extra large
cookingpots could have been used for communaleating. The deposit, part of which was also
recoveredfrom within the stairway, continued down to the original floor of Building P, at
+ 3.48 m. The lowest pail here, from + 4.00 m. to the floor, was of almost pure sand, but
the pottery was of the same date as that in the dump. Upon the floor of the small area
cleared (P1. 59:d) we found a few small bits of bronze.
There is no doubt that Minoan P was re-used in Greek times, but our understandingis
limited by the small sounding made.38It does seem, however, that the refuse found in the
Hellenistic dump postdates any major re-use and simply representsa time when dumping
there was convenient. The sand layer, then, would represent a limited time period when
drifting sand accumulated on top of the Minoan floor. It is most likely that P's roof had
collapsed, along with the upper part of the walls, in LM III, and unless another roof had
been built, its rooms would still have been open to the sky. This particular room near the
stairway, however, must have been cleared out during the Greek period, for wall debris,
which usually remains next to the wall from which it has fallen, was not found. All the
potteryin the sand layer on the floor was exclusively Greek;the date of the latest cleaning of
the room should have been at the time just before the latest sherds accumulatedin the sand
layer. Therefore, although we have no hint of the nature of this re-use of P, a re-use of its
eastern rooms during the Hellenistic period, and perhaps earlier, seems certain. We do not
know, naturally, that there is a coveredroom here, for the pebble floor might belong to a
court. At the time the stairs were open and probablyused, perhaps by the people connected
with Building E on the north.
HELLENISTIC RE-USE IN THE SOUTHEAST AREA (Trench

THE MINOAN LEVELS
In 1984 trenches were laid out to intercept an east-west wall in Minoan Building T presumed to lie south of those already known (P's northernwall appeared in the same trench;
P1. 50) and to extend northwardover T's eastern rooms,as well as abovethe wide east-west
37

See footnote32 above.

To the west we note only limited re-use of P, and that during the Geometricperiod, perhaps because of
the extensive robbingout of the walls there as well as the effects of erosion.
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road known to be there,39then beyond onto the sloping hillside where an LM house had
been located in an exploratorysounding in 1977.4?
THE FAyADE OF BUILDING

T (Figs. 2, 4, P1. 51)

We had two aims in excavating north of T.41 One was to expose a major part of T's
facadeof orthostates(P1. 51:d) on a part of the site where there was little later construction,
for, on the west, work near the Greek buildings would threatenthem by subsequenterosion
and the accompanying undermining.42We might also learn how long the road had remained open and whether there had been an early Iron Age use of the area. The second
major objective was to learn more about what lay immediately north of the road during
LM I, the time of Building T. Since the contrast between monumental ashlar T and the
humble, contemporaryhouses on hilltop and hillside is so great, it seemed particularlyimportant to determinewhether the same contrastobtained on the east and right across from
Building T.
The Greek levels here lay upon an LM III slope coveredwith rubble that ended about
0.85 m. above the Minoan road (P1. 56:c). The earliest potterywas Archaic,reinforcingour
previous impression that Geometric use of the site was confined to the temple area to the
west and southwest (see above, p. 226) and suggestingthat during much, if not all, of a 600year period (ca. 1300-700 B.C.), the facadeof T was exposed, a time when the erosionof the
wall, especially the upper part, took place (P1.51:d). By the end of the 7th century,however,
after the period when the court of Temple B (Phase 2) was laid out, the facade wall lay
below at least half a meter of deposit. Upon the Archaic level here and confined to the
northern part (perhaps in connection with Building F on the east) were a few Classical
sherds, but the next majorhabitation stratum,of the 1st centuryB.C., is the dump associated
with the emptying of Building B to the west.
In 1985 we managedto clear the facadeof T as well as the road, noting at the time that
the gutter, found earlier along the northern side of the road to the west,43had apparently
been coveredover when the original retaining wall was replacedby another,set next to it on
the south (P1. 53:c, right). Little was found upon the road save a few small slabs and some
earth with LM III sherds.
HOUSE

X NORTH

OF THE

MINOANROAD(Trenches 1lA, 59A-A1, 66A; Figs. 2, 4; P1. 56)

The LM III strata begin with a series of dumps built up south of House X when it was
in use, overlain by layers broughtdown into the general area by erosionof the hillside to the
north. Aside from a few LM IIIB sherds above, LM IIIA2 is the latest date for the accumulations, suggesting that, rather as with the houses to the northeast at the end of LM IIIA
and into LM IIIB, the inhabited areas shrank toward the shoreline on the west.
39
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Kommos, 1982-1983, pl. 55:f. The road would presumablyparallel T's fagade.

Trench l lA describedin Kommos, 1977, pp. 147-148; 1978, fig. 4 on p. 161.
See below, pp. 240-250, for excavationsin Building T itself.
42
E.g., of the walls of Room Al (Kommos,1982-1983, pl. 53:a) and Building V (ibid., pl. 55:a, c).
43 E.g. Kommos, 1982-1983, pl. 55:a at a.
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South of House X, below the dump, we found what seems to have been originally a pair
of spacious interior rooms (X8, X9, Fig. 4), 5.00 m. wide (north-south).44During LM I,
however,the rooms becamepart of a court, furnishedwith a rough bench and simple hearth
(in Space 8 [P1. 56:d]), the latter upon a number of large slabs in the center of the room. A
stone basin of the type that we usually have found (when in situ) set in an exterior area45lay
in Space 9 to the east, in a cornerformedby X's present south wall and the stub of an original cross-wall (P1. 56:d). Upon the court were LM I sherds, and sandwichedbetween them
and the LM III dump above was a thin but neverthelesssignificant dump of LM II date
(e.g. C 7602, PI. 58:c), adding another example of an LM I-LM II-LM III stratified
sequence to the Kommos houses.46Inside the house to the north for the first time we found
stratifiedfloor levels with LM III upon LM II.
House X, of which an estimated one-third to one-half has been explored, was built in
LM I upon Middle Minoan levels. If we assume that Spaces 8 and 9 on the south, and
perhaps 10 and 11 on the east, were interior areas at the time, we estimate that the house
was built next to the east-west Minoan road and any extension of the north-south road east
of Minoan Building T (P1. 57:e). We can point out seven of its later LM I rooms (1-7) but
have only excavated parts of six. The central room, 5, contained a lightwell. The mass of
pottery in its southeasterncorner (P1. 56:e) first gave the impressionthat we had found an
LM III destructiondeposit in an interiorroom, but the potteryis really part of a dump. The
handsomefragmentarypyxis C 8001 (P1. 58:f) is from there. The pithos lying on its side in
Plate 56:e belongs with the same group. Like an MM III pithos from the lower hillside at
Kommos,47it had an accumulation of bones of rodents, recovered by both dry and wet
sieving, that had died within it.
The dump in Space 5 probablyaccumulatedwhen inhabitantsof near-by rooms threw
their refuse into it. Originally, however, it was one of the better appointed house rooms at
Kommos. It was entered from a large space to the south through a doorway that was eventually intentionallyblockedin two stages, probablyowing to disuse of the area on the south.
At the south end of the west wall of Space 5 was a doorwayleading into an interiorroom;at
the north end was a window with a wooden frame set upon a sill of re-used ashlar blocks.48
Along with the window, the discoveryof a circular, disklike column base of red limestone,
0.26 m. in diameter, in approximatelythe center of the room, indicatesthat part of Space 5
was open to the sky, probablythe southeasterncornerfrom which the window would have
borrowedlight.49Here, below the later dump, was a slab pavementwith a rough drain that
44 The northern wall that appears rather like a buttress,the fragmentarywall to the south of it, the eastern
wall of Room 7, and the wall south of the road's original retaining wall are all that remain. The case for an
earlier destruction,followed by a cleaning up, is strengthenedby the fact that the drain from the bathing slab,
describedbelow, empties into an internal bothros rather than simply through the exterior wall of Room 6.
Only further excavation, however, can resolve the issue.
45 E.g. during re-use of T (Fig. 6c) or in Rooms 2 and 11 on the hilltop (Kommos,1978, fig. 2c).
46 For the first see Kommos, 1977, pp. 165-170 and L. V. Watrous, "The Relationship of Late Minoan II
to Late Minoan IIIAl," AJA 85, 1981, pp. 75-77.
47 Kommos, 1979, pls. 55:c, 56:f.
48 For analogous sills with cuttings for the wooden frames see MAMAT, pp. 180-183.
49 Small lightwells like this can be seen in the Southeast House at Knossos and Room 54 at Hagia Triada.
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FIG.5. Minoan marble bowl from House X (drawing by J. Clarke). Scale 1:2

probably led to a bothros below. As the pottery dump built up, the room may have flooded
when it rained heavily, and this may be why in LM IIIA a flight of steps leading into
Room 2 on the north (P1. 56:e, right) was built leading up to a raised floor surface.
In Room 2 the LM III floor was at + 5.70 m. During LM II (and perhaps LM I as
well) it was significantlylower, at + 5.00 m. Upon it was a scatterof stone tools and some
twelve cups of which two conical and one semiglobularcan be seen in Plate 57:a. A pithos
had been set into the floor, where it was probablyused for storage,a situation similar to that
in two Late Minoan I-III houses on the hillside.50Just southeast of the pithos, upon the
floor and below the LM III steps, was a squat alabastronof veined marble (Fig. 5, P1.58:d),
the first LM II stone bowl, and at the same time one of the finest, from the Kommossite.
Little can be said at this point about Rooms 3, 4, and 7. In Room 1 on the northwestwas
an LM III floor with a hearth next to a northernwall of LM III date, all at + 5.72 m. Upon
the floor was a good deal of LM II style pottery (including C 7964, an Ephyraean goblet
stem; P1. 58:c) and, tilted in the northeast corner,a bronze tool much like a sickle (B 301).
Room 6 was of some interest, although only excavateddown to the LM III level. Upon its
floor was a variety of material, including a completeEphyraeangoblet (C 8119), a fishhook
(B 303), loomweights (C 8021, C 8098, C 8099), a Cypriot flask (C 8006; P1. 58:b) and
parts of a Palace Style jar (C 8088; P1. 58:e). Of particular interest, however, was a large
flat slab (P1. 56:d, f), 0.96 x 1.00 m., supportedon three sides and tilting down to the west.
On the east is a step up to the slab, and on the west is visible the channel leading from the
50Kommos, 1976, pl. 55:b; 1981, pl. 49:a, b.
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slab through the wall to the lightwell (Space 5) next door.,One can only interpret this
installation as a bathing or washing slab, larger than but otherwise similar to installations
in two houses to the north.51 The water that spilled down upon the slab and ran out through
the channel would then have disappearedinto the bothros. In the other two examples noted
above the water emptied outdoors.
At present only incompletelyexcavated,House X deservesfurther investigation.It has
producedsome fine small objects, and, in addition, its installations (the bathing slab, the
buried pithos) add to our understandingof the types of Minoan living facilities on the site.
Further architecturalflourishes, such as a pier-and-doorpartition, might well be revealed
to go along with the more formal lightwell with its column base of colored stone (the first
noted so far at Kommos). Most important archaeologically,however, perhaps because the
house is built on a lower slope, is the fact that it was convenientfor the inhabitantsto build
up rather than to level the floors of the rooms. Finally, the erosion which occurredafter the
desertionof the house at the end of LM IIIA covered(rather than destroyed)the building,
preservingfor us Late Minoan II and III deposits stratifiedwithin (ratherthan outside) the
house, a unique case at Kommos.
THE MINOANASHLARBUILDINGS
The Exploration of Minoan Building T (Figs. 6a-6c, Pls. 48-54)

During two campaigns we have clarifiedthe plan of that part of Building T which lies
adjacentto the east-west road, especially the broad stoa area and rooms on the east. Fortunately, T's northeastcornerwas discoveredwithin the expropriatedarea and not obscured,
as it might have been, by Greek Building E on the upper level. Portions of rooms of T
remain unexcavated because of the superposed Greek altar, just as, regrettably, the Late
Minoan I/II Building R (Fig. 6c), underlyingthe Greek temples, cannot be examined.
The Western End of the Stoa (Trench 62A; Fig. 6d, P1. 46:f)

In 1985 a brief sounding was made within Space 4, a small room built during LM III
in the cornerwhere LM I Buildings J and T meet. Our aim was to determinewhether there
was originally any communicationbetween J and T. Our suspicion was based partly on the
characteristicconcentric,curved,door-swingabrasionmarkson J's slab floor. At the critical
point, the original LM I ashlar wall of J ends in a vertical line formed by three blocks
(PI. 46:f,just left of the meter stick). In the centerare blocks,probablyof LM I date, re-used
in a variety of positions in LM III as base course for the rubble masonry set above them.
The rubble walling below the LM III ashlar masonryalso seems to have been placed there
in LM III, plugging the gap.
Now that we know the width of the actual gap (1.69 m.) and put it in relationshipto the
scratch marks on J's floor, we realize that there is room only for a single door rather than
51 In Room 015 of the Oblique House (Kommos, 1979, p. 211) and Room 11 of the LM I house on the
hillside (ibid., p. 214).
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the double one we originally imagined opening into J. Was there a threshold?We can only
assume so, probablyone not unlike that leading into J from the road on the north.52A most
likely candidatefor the original block is the one now in the doorwayleading.fromthe south
into LM III J,s3then the western room of the court/room group N. That thresholdblock,
1.63 m. long, would fit neatly in the gap; and its door, as shown by cuttings on the threshold
block,would have swung inwards in such a mannerthat it could have left the kind of scratch
marks found on J's floor. Part of the back of T's wall was dismantlednext to J in LM III.
The reason for this may be that when in position the threshold block could not have been
extracted horizontally from its walls from the interior of J, since the threshold slabs are
wedge-shaped,the exterior faces longer than actual door-plus-jambwidth.
The discoveryof the door in Space 4 suggests an intimate relationship between Buildings J and T. We have known for some time, however, that T's orthostatewall was built
upon J's krepidoma and therefore must postdate it. Also, the masonry styles and course
alignment differ considerably, and. if the builders of J had intended to construct a stoa
adjoiningit on the east, they probablywould have used rubble masonryratherthan coursed
ashlar for-a shared interior wall.54 Yet the newly discovereddoorway.;
would not have been
needed unless T's northern wall was being planned.or,there was,a-pre-existing wall there
already. Building J is very neatly incorporatedinto T's over-all plan (asaweunderstandit),
even though J's southeasterncorner projectsinto what otherwise might have been a large,
evenly laid out, rectangularcourt, the type the Minoans preferred.The degree to which J
can be considereda first stage of a much larger building project,therefore,is debatable;that
it in effect became the first stage, however, is beyond doubt.
The Eastern End of the Stoa and Adjacent Rooms (Trenches 53A, 56A, 62D; Fig. 7,

Pls. 48:a, 50, 53:e)
During the past two seasons three large adjoiningtrencheswere excavatedin the eastern stoa area, below the Greek levels discussedabove, sloping out and down from the temples. A majorresult was the delineatingof the complex, successiveBronzeAge phases in this
much used part of Building:T, as well as the sequence of LM III phases that followed its
abandonment.55Although major excavation had been carried out in the area before,56the
over-all sequenceof its developmentis only now fairly clear;it is suggestedtentativelyby the
three successiveperiodsof use during the LM I-II period shown in Figures 6a-6c. The two
periods during LM III, beginning not long after Building T was completelyabandonedin
LM II, are illustrated in Figures 6d and 6e.
Kommos, 19.79,fig. 12 and pls. 66:a, 67:a.
Kommms,t979, pl. 67:c, d.
5 See MAMAT, pp. 100-107 for the Minoan preferencefor using ashlar only in exterior areas.
5 M. C. Shaw was the trenchmasterfor 56A and 62D, as she had been in earlier seasons for adjoining
trenches 42A and 47A. She also shared responsibility, along with the respectivetrenchmastersand director,
for the supervision of neighboring trenches during 1984-1985. Her insights as describedin her reports and
notebooksform the basis for much of my own summary here.
56 Kommos, 1981, pp. 182-185; 1982-1983, pp. 259-274.
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Perhapsthe history of the area during LM I-II can best be understoodif we presentthe
separate periods as we understandthem now, pausing to discuss specific architecturalor
stratigraphicfeatures and the usually few small finds associatedwith them:
Period 1. (Figs. 6a, 7:Phase 1. LM I, probablyLM IA.) In the first phase an extremelylong
room (20/22), 3.90 m. wide and 30.90 m. long, was built with one end facing a wide court
pavedwith pebbles. The room, at least partially plasteredand painted light bluish gray, has
no evidence for closure (doorjambs,bases) on the west, like the galleries of its successor,
Building P; but it has what appears to be a rough sill with its top at floor level next to the
court (P1.49, right).57During this same primaryphase, in the stoa area to the north a rough
slab paving, found quite burnt and fragmented (P1. 48:d, right) was laid down west of a
north-south wall separating Spaces 16 and 42.
This wall is unusual, for each end (P1. 48:b, far left, far right) incorporatesa pier,
similar to those in the large LM III stoa at Hagia Triada. The base of each pier is a squared
block, 0.64-0.66 m. high. Upon it were set horizontal, and perhaps vertical,wooden beams
that alternated with stone blocks in a half-timber method perhaps unique in Crete to the
Messara.58The constructioncan best be seen in the northern pier (P1. 48:b, left) where
three of the stone slabs are still in place, although they all, especially the top one, have
settled after the dissolution of the wood upon which they were placed. The wooden beams
on the east and west faces of the pier were actually socketed into the back of T's north
facade, an unusual bit of care in a building so massively but simply constructed.We think
that the two piers, of a type not found in other interior walls in T (some of which are not
even bonded to the east-west walls) require a special explanation; we propose that they
were placed there to support heavy beams spanning north to south at ceiling level. Below
them, we think, were a window and doorway (Fig. 7:Phase 1), both of which were filled in
with rubble walling at a later period. The wooden window sill would have been set upon the
two lowest courses, of carefully cut slabs, the top of the sill coursedwith the pier blocks. It
extended about 2.06 m., from the northern pier (P1. 48:b at a) to where the squared slabs
end (P1. 48:b at b), at which point there would have been a wooden doorjamballowing
passage into interior Room 42.59
Room 42, rather like an antechamberto Room 19, was providedwith a small bench set
against the north pier, next to the window (Fig. 7:Phase 1). Although not all of Room 19
could be excavatedbecause of the overlying Greek altars, we know its approximatedimensions (4.52 m. north-south by 1.46 m. east-west) and that its only entrance was from the
stoa and Room 42, guaranteeing 19 a privacyand securitythat might be reservedfor storage
57 The southern wall of Room 20/22 is constructedwith a north face of heavy rubble (Pls. 49, foreground;
50, left) but with a southern face of finely cut, but poorly set, ashlar blocks for at least ten meters (Pls. 50,
center; 53:f, left). This ashlar facade implies that the area to the south was open, perhaps a court, for ashlar
interiorsare almost unknown in MM III/LM I Crete. Moreover,we have not found an LM I wall parallel to
it on the south. Again, only further excavation can show whether the poorly set blocks were being re-used in
what was really an interior wall, or whether they representa rebuilding of an LM I court wall during, say,
Phase 2 of Building T.
58 For the pier at Hagia Triada see J. Shaw, "A 'Palatial' Stoa at Kommos," forthcoming (footnote 2
above). For the general type, however, see MAMAT, pp. 167-178.
59 The window would probablyhave appeared like that at Hagia Triada (MAMAT, p. 177).
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areas of important material. As we learned in a previous season, its eastern wall was
decoratedby a colorful fresco with horizontal stripes,60perhaps suggesting a less prosaic
function. During this same primaryperiod at least the western part of the stoa was similarly
decorated.61

Associated with the first floor were a number of unpretentious finds: a conical cup,
perhaps used as a lamp, in Room 16 (C 8354) and in Room 42 loomweights (C 8270,
C 8271, C 8313) and conical cups (C 8326, C 8327, C 8330). All were of MMIII-LM I
styles with a good deal of MM and LM IA, a tendencynotedwhen we excavatedthe eastern
part of Room 19.62
Period 2. (Figs. 6b, 7:Phase 2. LM I.) In this time of re-use the majorarchitecturalchange
was the addition of the thin east-west wall in Room 20/22, thereby creating Corridor20.
The possible significanceof the change of space arrangementis discussedbelow (p. 254), in
connection with the eastern rooms. A window may have been cut on the north between
Rooms 42 and 19. In Room 16, at + 3.21 m., there is a burnt floorwith cups and stone tools,
as well as bits of large crucibles used for bronzeworking.63In Room 42 were conical cups
(C 8220, C 8246, C 8247) and a bell cup (C 8248), as well as a cruciblefragment(C 8311);
there was a thick spill of carbonabove them next to the east wall.
Period 3A. (Fig. 6c, 7:Phase 3a. Late LM I, LM II.) The rooms far to the east were out of
use at this time, perhaps after a majorcollapse. If such a collapse occurredin the stoa area,
which is likely, the resulting rubble piles must have been cleared up, for in Room 22 two
hearths borderedby slabs set on edge, perhaps our earliest of this type at the Kommos site,
were built at floor level against T's southern wall (P1. 49). A scatter of cups and sherds of
LM II style was recoveredto the northwest. In the stoa the colonnadehad been replacedby
an east-west wall,64 and the window/door openings between Rooms 16 and 42 had been
blockedup. Room 16 was no longer a spaciousstoa but rather an interiorroom. Accessto 42
was only from the south, made possible by breaking through the wall into Room 19
(P1. 48:e). A small platform was added against the west wall of Room 42 (Fig. 6c); another
was added to the southeast in the succeedingperiod (Fig. 6d).
Now or somewhat later the floor in Room 16 was raised to + 3.30 m., and a four-sided
bin of slabs was set into the floor against the east wall (Fig. 7); within and near it were
found portions of a basin (C 8342). At the same time four three-sidedslab enclosureswere
built northwest of the bin (P1. 48:c, d; the slabs of the northernmostbin were removed in
Kommos, 1982-1983, p. 268, pl. 54:f.
During 1985 a limited probe (Trench 62C) in Space 10 recoveredfresco fragments with alabasterlike
variegation (part of a dado?), rich conglomeratepebble designs with blue, black, and occasionalred highlighting, as well as fragmentswith parts of red spirals in low relief. These were found upon the original floorof the
stoa (at + 2.79 m.). Above them were chunks of chalikasvestos,a lime and pebble mixture, perhaps used for
the stoa's roof, found in T's LM I court as well as in that of a house on the hilltop (Kommos,1977, p. 218. I
owe this interpretationto M. C. Shaw). Among the scatteredpebbles in Room 10 was found a fine soapstone
pendant with an animal's head (S 1598), perhaps that of a bull.
62 Kommos, 1982-1983, p. 265.
63 Kommos, 1982-1983, p. 273.
64 For
details of the change see Kommos, 1982-1983, p. 273.
60
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antiquity).65The floors of these enclosures were made up of segments of plaster torn or
fallen from the walls, with a reddish claylike material used to smooth out the interiors.
Pieces of plaster with colored bands of the type found in Room 19 (see above) are prominent. It is conceivablethat such bands may have originally decoratedparts of the walls of the
stoa further west but not necessarily here where no plaster was found either next to or
adheringto the north wall. The plaster was probablyused to keep the contentsof the enclosures from becomingmixed with earth from the floor. In each case a stone mortarwas found
(P1.48:f), varying in size and in the conditionin which it was left, sometimeswithin, sometimes just outside the enclosure, sometimes upside down. The bins may, therefore, have
been used to catch and collectthe materialbeing ground,perhapsgrain, in a multiple installation without clear precedenton the Kommossite (or perhaps even in Crete). Individually,
however, they are paralleled by the three-sidedslab enclosures,sometimescontainingpots,
discoveredin the house on the hillside to the north.66The room was reachedfrom the court
by a narrow entranceblockedpartially by a rough wall, perhapsto keep the rainwaterfrom
flooding in during the winter.
Period 3B. (Fig. 7:Phase 3b. LM II.) At this stage, shortly before abandonment of T,
Room 19 went out of use, while Rooms 16 and 42 were once more connectedthrough a
rough doorway created by removing blocks from the southern part of their common wall.
The earlier bins were coveredover by an enclosureabout 1.76 (east-west) x 2.30 m. (northsouth) in the northwest corner (P1. 48:a). Within it was a burnt surface (at + 3.50 m.) on
which was set a small, clay oven/hearth, between the west wall of the platform and the
north wall.67A small, burntjug (C 8282) was found in it, while a conical cup (C 8281) lay
near by.
The LM I Pebble Court (Figs. 6a-6e, P1. 53:e)
The width of the LM I pebble court is 28.75 m., from the eastern end of the stoa to the
threshold leading out of the court just south of J. Its original north-south dimension is
unknown, for although we think we have been able to trace it 38 meters to the south, to
where P4 would be built later, it continues beyond our present property line. Much of its
western border has been destroyed by the sea which has cut it away on a diagonal from
northwest to southeast. On the north is Building J with its pier-and-doorpartition which
was once part of a majorinterior space. Just to the south in Space 7 is a doorwayopening to
the west through the ashlar facade into what was once, certainly, also an interior space
(Space 9).
A trench set on the eastern edge of the expropriatedpropertyhas exposed a section of a
north-south, LM I wall which probably was part of an eastern wing of Building T,
promptinga reconsiderationof the plan of the building that, only a year ago, did not seem to
continue south of Space 22. Erosion, later overlying constructionof LM III to GraecoRoman times, and probablystone robbing,make it impossible,at present,to reconstructthe
The following descriptionis based directlyon the report preparedby M. C. Shaw.
In Rooms 4 (Kommos,1976, fig. 6; 1977, fig. 4) and, perhaps, 12 (Kommos,1977, pl. 37:d).
67 The hearth is of the type commonlyfound in the LM houses on the hilltop, for instance in Room N1 6 of
the North House (Kommos,1978, fig. 2a) and in 012 of the Oblique House (ibid., fig. 2b).
65
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entire plan, but it is becoming clear that the large court was borderedby spaces of Building T on the east. Aside fromthe "sill"leading into Room 22 (Fig. 6a, P1.49, right), we have
not actually detectedany walls which borderthe court. The pebble court with its numerous
phases has been of some use, however, in at least beginningto help us untangle the mystery.
This court originally sloped from northeast down to southwest (+ 3.08 m. [NE] to
+ 2.75 m. [NW] along its northern border;+ 2.92 m. on the south in front of Space P4).
Next to the stoa a proberevealedtwo surfaces,the earliest using a pebble and lime combination (chalikasvestos).68Small grayish blue and occasionallywhite pebbles acquired at the
seashore near by were used for the court, probablytamped down to make it more solid. It
averaged0.20 m. thick. Along the easternside of the court, on the other hand, three separate
pavementswere traced (P1. 55:a). The first and least substantial layer is blackened,as if it
had been burnt. It is clear from tracing these pebble surfaces here that there was not a
simple north-south wall delimiting the court on the east. Instead,the outline may have been
an irregular one, for at one point, for instance, the three layers of pebbles end evenlyi at an
earthen surface 0.65 m. west of the slab pavement in Space 27 (Fig. 6a [cf. Fig. 6d],
P1. 54:c). At another point farther south (P1. 54:e) there was a roughly circular platform
formedby naturally rounded slabs, which was later surmountedby what may have been a
rectangularbase. To the east the blackenedpebble layer coveredover earlier surfaces and
extended at least 5.00 m. eastward from a projectionof the "sill"line in Room 20/22 to the
north (P1. 55:e at g, within later P3).
Predecessorsto LM I Building T (Fig. 2, Pls. 55:a, e, 56:a, b)
ConstructionpredatingBuilding T has been known for a while throughtantalizing bits
of walls such as those of the MM I building below the court of N, built over in LM I
(Fig. 2). The scanty preservationwas partly due to the leveling on the east down to bedrock.
In the southern court area and below later P3, however, we have found intriguing plaster
floors with superposedcompartmentwalls (Space 28; Fig. 6d, P1.55:b). Some of this area is
shown in Plate 55:e: the northernwall of P3 is on the far left (at f) and may have replaced
an earlier wall borderinga plaster floor with a "channel"in it (at b) of unknown purpose.69
Upon the plaster floor, which lay on top of an earlier one, possibly of MM date, were a
well-used hearth and an accumulationof a claylike red substance (P1. 55:e, at a and d, respectively). The space would have been about 4.54 m. north-south, between "lips"of plaster-coveredearth which sloped up to cover now missing walls (at e and h). Borderson east
and west have not been searched out, but the western edge might be even with that of a
curious pavementon the north (P1.54:c) which also has "channels",a rather wide (0.16 m.)
east-west one and another north-south. During a subsequent LM I period a series of
lightly constructedcompartmentsof unknown height (P1.55:e at c) and use were laid out in
the southern space with thin lines of rough stones. When T's court was built, these were
coveredover in turn by the first layer of pebbles, subsequentlyburned.
68J. Shaw,"A'Palatial'Stoaat Kommos"
(footnote2 above).
69 For the MM I building below Building N, see Kommos, 1980, pp. 220-221; for the channels originally
discoveredin a sounding in 1980 see Kommos, 1980, pp. 242-243.
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A westward projectionof the plaster "lip"at e in Plate 55:e aligns with the northern
edge of one of the most surprising discoveriesof the 1985 season:a finely laid walkway of
slabs, 1.40 m. wide and 18.47 m. long as preserved(Pls. 46:b, 55:a). Both ends have been
destroyed,by erosion on the east and by the constructionof Archaic Building Q on the west:
Q's wall actually sits upon the pavement (P1. 46:b: the vertical slab upon the pavement in
the left foregroundmay belong to an Archaichearth). The pavementfollows the slope of the
land, and if it was a walkway, it must have led down to the shore. It has two curious
features. First, like the plaster floor to the east, there is a plasteredlip (P1. 56:b, behind the
meter stick) suggesting that a wall may once have been set along the north side. No such
edge occurs on the south, implying that the area there was open (a court?). The second
curious feature is that, every 2.00 m. to 2.80 m., there is an irregularand very shallow gap;
there are eight in the section of walkway preserved.70At the time of Building T, the
walkway was coveredover by all three phases of the pebble court.
To summarize part of the sequence observedhere:
1. MM. These levels, detectedin at least two places, remain unexplored.
2. LM I, early. The plastered room and the walkway, the slab paving with channels, and the later
partitions.
3. LM IA. The time of the constructionof Building T. The first pebble-courtsurface was laid down, to
be followed by the rounded "platform"and then a rectangular(?) base, after which the third, final pebble
surface was laid down.

Minoan Building T on the East: The Eastern Rooms (Trenches 57A-A2, 58A, 63C, 66B,
67B; Figs. 6a, 6b, Pls. 51:b-e, 52:b, 53:a-c, 57:b-f)
In 1984 one of our major aims was to penetratebelow the Greek levels into the eastern
rooms of Building T, discoveredin 1983 when we found the juncture of the east-west wall
of orthostatesand a north-south cross-wall.71In 1985 we also re-examinedfloor levels and
explored much of Room 25. In the process we were able to investigate portions of seven
rooms, all of which were filled nearly to the preserved tops of the walls (P1. 52:b) with
blocks that tumbled inward when this part of the building was destroyed, perhaps by
earthquake, during LM I. Nowhere was there evidence, in the form of stairways or fallen
room contents, for a second floor; we assume that like the stoa to the west, but unlike
Building J, T had one story and, like all known Minoan buildings, a flat roof. Of particular
importanceis the clear evidencefor two periodsof use, the first ending after a majorfire, the
secondinvolvingwhat appears to be a reallocationof space in orderto enhance securityand
possibly privacy.As far as we can tell, these periodscould correspondto the first two periods
in the stoa area (see Figs. 6a and 6b for these phases).
70If the gaps were used to drain the area alongside the walkway, one must assume a higher court surface,
ratherthan a wall to the north, when the walkway was in use. The only parallel we are acquaintedwith is the
raised walkway in the MM II(?), west court of the Phaistos palace where the 1.10 m. wide pavement is
markedby similar channels at five-meterintervals (L. Pernier and L. Banti, 11palazzo minoico di Festos II,
Rome 1951, large separate plan of western court of first palace).
71 Kommos, 1982-1983, pl. 55:f.
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Period 1 (Fig. 6a). The major eastern rooms (Pls. 51:c, 52:b) were first laid out on either
side of a heavy wall that divided much of the area of T like a spine, with spans of 4.504.56 m. on the-north and 3.90 m. on the south. The rooms were plastered, a salmon pink
being preferredfor the north and south walls of Rooms 23 and 24; a stripedfrescosimilar to
that in Room 19 to the west may have been painted on the east wall of Room 23 (a few fragments were found in the earth next to the wall). A patch of unpainted white plaster was
found on the south wall of Room 24. A grayish blue was used, apparently, on all walls
throughoutthe 20/22/25 area. Many large fragmentsof the last were found fallen upon the
later, upper floors (P1. 53:b, upper left). Each of the two majoreastern rooms (24, 25) was
subdividedby a thin, rather poorly built wall that might be interpretedas an afterthoughtif
it were not so solidly based on the original floor. The long, narrow rooms that resulted are
very similar to what elsewhere are often identifiedas storerooms(Fig. 11); owing to the lack
of threshold for a separating doorway between each pair of rooms, they are designated"a"
and "b".
A few conical cups were found on that part of the first floorthat was clearedin Room 25
(P1. 53:a, b). Of greatest interest, however, is a solid black layer of carbonized material
beginning in the far eastern part of Room 20 and becoming thicker as it continues into
Room 25. This could only have resultedfrom a majorburning, to an extent not encountered
elsewhere at Kommos (P1. 53:a: the burnt layer shown is 0.20-0.25 m. thick). In the
western part of 25b (P1. 53:b) we recovered the form of a round, carbonized beam, ca.
0.08 m. in diameter, that had burned either as it was, set into the floor or, more likely, as
part of the ceiling structurethat collapsedinto the room, the weight of the mass pushing the
burning timber down into the soft, earth floor.
In 24a and 24b there was also a layer of carbonon the floor, 0.08 m. thick on the south
but negligible in 24a next to T's facadewall, suggestingthat the centerof the fire was to the
southeast. The original floor, partly destroyedby an Archaic Greek well that had also removed part of the southern wall of 24b, had been laid upon a layer of sand (0.10-0.15 m.
thick) spread upon bedrockto serve as a leveling layer, apparently in order to establish the
general floor level. Upon the floor itself were a few cups (e.g. C 7472, C 7473), a bowl
fragment, and part of a closed vessel. Below it was recovereda small Middle Minoan clay
figurine (C 7484), perhaps of a monkey.
In Room 23 to the east the burnt layer, although thick at its eastern entrance, became
thinner until it disappearedto the west. Scatteredupon the floor was an assortmentof cups
(C 7510, C 7612, C 7613, C 7650-C 7654), a miniature jug (C 7511) and a number of
pithos fragments. In the northeasternpart of Room 20 was a thick layer of carbon sloping
up from 0.02 m. to 0.18 m. on the east. Further south (below the floor of later Room 29)
were found fragmentsof a number of conical cups (e.g. C 8136, C 8137) and a group of 16
loomweights, so close to the bedrock,however, that they may not be associatedwith room
use (P1. 51:e). Lying near them was a fragmentof a large clay slab or basin of the type found
in many areas of T, always fragmentaryand usually in secondarycontexts.72
72

Kommos,1982-1983, pp. 265, 268.
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There was no trace here of the massiveburning, althoughthe grayish blue plaster found
along the south wall of Space 20 was uniformly sooty in appearance.Either the room had
been cleaned up, or, more likely, the burning had been confinedto the easternmostrooms.
One would have expected to find some of the charcoal on the floor with the loomweights
since there was at one time a doorway leading into 25b as well as 25a. The blockingof the
door (giving Room 25 only a single access like Room 24), therefore, was probably carried
out during Period 1 before the fire (P1. 53:a, left).
Period 2 (Fig. 6b). After the burning a major change was made with the addition of a very
long, thin (0.55 m.) east-west wall in Room 20/22. This created a hall-like space
(Room 22) from which a small room (29) was now partitioned off. Of more importance,
however, the narrow corridorremaining, Room 20, now gave exclusive accessto Rooms 21,
and 23-25. It is tempting to speculatethat the fire resulted from some carelessnessand that
the new wall was built as further means of security and to minimize the possibility of a
similar accident in the future. The carbonized remains from the fire, in any case, were
evened off where they were thickest, in Room 25, and formed the lower part of an upper
floor layer about 0.30 m. thick. A few conicalcups (P1. 53:b) and a large sheet of the grayish
blue plaster, probablypart of the room'soriginal decoration,were found on the floor of 25b.
In near-by Room 20 were more fallen fragments of the same painted plaster, and upside
down in the northerndoorway into Room 21 was a kalathos (C 7649). In Room 24 were a
few conical cups upon a rather soft floor with a few beach pebbles, a pattern repeatedin 23
to the west, where there were many conicalcups and pithos fragmentsabove and within the
otherwise rather insubstantialearth floor.
The Eastern Facade of T and the Crossroads(Trenches 60A, 62E, 67A1; Figs. 6a-6e,
Pls. 57:b-f, 59:a)
In 1984 an exploratorytrench was dug on the east, at the edge of the expropriatedarea
and on the line of the facadeof Building T (P1. 51:d). The only available space for a limited
probe was between Greek Building E and the precipitous sand scarp marking the edge of
the expropriatedproperty.The digging became more difficult,even dangerous,as we continued down. Fortunately,we found not only T's northeastcorner,much eroded,flush with
the western scarp (P1. 57:b), but also a series of LM I-III road levels. To simplify the
presentation, the development will again be discussed by phases, although the complex
stratigraphyand limited area here, and later to the south, leave some of the relationships
unsure.
Building T was first built upon MM levels in early LM I, with massiveorthostateslabs
set on a socle or krepidoma (at + 3.70 m.), and with a paved road of slabs, some 2.25 m.
wide, presumably set next to it on the east as on the north (P1. 57:b). Only a small part of
this first pavement was actually exposed (Fig. 6a, P1. 57:e). There is a gutter along the
eastern side of the road. One should imagine a majorcrossroadshere, although the cramped
trench and later constructionabove the road did not allow us to confirmeither northernor
eastern extensions.
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In the second phase (LM I-LM IIIAI), a second slab pavement was laid upon the
first, either in an LM I pavementrenewal or during an early phase of LM III Building P to
the south. One of the slabs has the commoncircularkernos design upon it, this one with 17
circles (P1. 57:c).73
In the third phase (LM IIIAI) two successivesurfacesof extremely hard-packedroad
metal (of brown, clayey sand mixed with stones, sherds, and fist-sized stone chips, at
+ 3.60 m. and 3.70 m., respectively), were added above the slab pavement, obscuring T's
krepidoma.A number of slabs were laid just next to the building's corner,while still others,
perhaps a rough step up from the east-west road, were added later.
In the fourth phase (LM IIIA2, latest) a retaining wall was set diagonally above the
road (Fig. 6d, P1. 57:b-e), to keep the road clear, for it allowed passage aroundthe northeast
cornerof Building T and is in line with the northwestcornerof the crossroads.On the other
hand it blocked immediate passage to the north and east, perhaps another indication that
areas of use contractedtoward the shoreline to the west during later LM III. The trench
was not wide enough, unfortunately,to determinethe nature of any constructionto the east,
including the extent of the diagonal wall to the southeast.As debrisbuilt up an ashlar block
from Building T may have been set on end (P1. 57:b and d which shows it repositionedby us
to allow further excavation).At some point the end of this block was carvedout for re-use.
LM III Building P (Trenches 56A, 57A-A1, 60B, 63A, 63B-B1, 64A1, 65A-A7; Figs. 2,
6d, 6e, 9,10, Pls. 54:b-f, 55:a-d, 59)
The post-LM II abandonmentof T and the LM III renovation of J in the form of
Building N have already been partly discussed in previous reports. As comparedwith the
LM III houses to the north, Building N seemed massive enough then. The discovery of
LM III Building P, therefore, with a minimum floor area of ca. 1360 sq. m., almost five
times as large, came as a surprise, both in 1984, when the north wall of P first appeared
(P1. 50) and later, when it became clear that portions of east-west walls of LM III date to
the south actually belongedto P, defining its successivegalleries.
Most of the walls and floors of Building P on the east still lie under meters of postRoman sand overburdenwhich, in turn, lies above sand and earth accumulationsof the
Graeco-Roman period. On the west, however, we have cleared a large area (P1. 45:b), a
processaided by the massive water erosion that had strippedaway post-Minoan levels from
above, south and east of Building Q. Above the unerodedstrata, and sloping to the south,
were those of sand many meters thick. After a majorprimary sand clearing down to a point
safely above the latest ancient levels, we began proper excavation through the remaining
sterile sand. Once its depth in a particular area was known, a front-end lifter was used to
help remove it.
The north wall of Building P is well preserved,partly because it was less affected by
erosion and therefore less exposed to stone robbers. It averages 0.95-1.00 m. thick, and it
73 The date is unsure. Two LM IIIA kylix fragments(in 60A/50) were found above\thelower, LM I, road,
where they could be interpretedas either part of the original road metal or as debris that had fallen into the
north-south gutter when the later road was in use.
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has been traced for over 35 meters until it disappearsbelow our present eastern scarp. On
the east the wall was of ashlar constructionvery much like that used in Building J's contemporary renovationon the west (P1. 59:a).74To the west, where the facade of this wall was
partly below ground level, which was quite high as a result of a leveling operationcovering
the ruins of Building T (Fig. 8, Pls. 49, 50), the builders replaced coursed ashlar with
masonry strengthenedby vertical and horizontaltimbers. They did this on both sides of the
wall, framing great masses of ashlar and rubble blocks re-used from Building T, especially
from the parallel wall immediatelyto the north.75The western end of P's wall on the other
hand was marked by carefully set ashlar constructionwhich probably rose to roof level
(P1. 53:f).76Some of the blocks that had tumbled from the wall here were later used in the
Archaic Building Q (P1.46:b).
The south wall of the first gallery of Building P (P1) was first detectedin 1983 below
the floor of Building Q.77Later, we were able to trace its westward continuationto the point
in line with the end of the north facadewall (P1.54:a). Only the bottomcoursewas found set
into the earlier LM I court, the higher courses having been pillaged, perhaps by the 7thcentury builders in this area (P1. 54:b, d).78
It was the discoveryof this LM III wall which led to the realization that an already
partly excavated wall on the south, at the same interval as that just described from the
nearesteast-west wall, might also end on a line with the court. This wall (Fig. 6d) had been
discoveredin 1980.79 A trench was laid out to interceptit, and by the end of the season not
only had a good length of it been defined(Pls. 54:c, right, 55:b at a) but portionsof two more
similar walls were traced, the last one just north of our property line (P1. 55:c, f). The
poorly preservedupper courses of the last rested upon a foundation that resembles LM I
construction,but nothing more definite could be determined.
The northernmostgallery of LM III Building P (P1) was exposed in disparate parts
since it ran directly under Archaic Building Q (Fig. 2). Part of the other galleries (P2, P4)
could be seen south of Q. There may well be further galleries south of the presently expropriated area. Fortunately, the western end of gallery P3 could be excavatedfreely and allowed us to trace not only its floors but, through shallow soundings,the LM I levels below.
The north wall of P3 illustrates the type of half-timberconstructionused (P1. 54:f). As
preserved,it shows the surface upon which the lower part of a timber frameworkwas set,
like that for which the chases are more obvious in the better preservednorthernmostwall of
Cf. Kommos, 1980, pl. 53.
One wonders why T's wall was not simply used as a base, as J's was. Perhaps the builders preferredthe
half-timberingmethod in which the timber frame was carriedall the way down to the base of the wall. They
knew that this methodwas not used in T, which had collapsed,and may have planned a strongerstructureas a
result.
76 The southernblock in the secondcourse has an oval cutting that remains unexplained. Although the hole
does not appear to be completelynatural in origin, to have servedas a socketfor an attachmentit does not seem
sufficientlylarge or even.
77 Kommos, 1982-1983, p. 281 and pl. 59:e,
where one of its blockswas referredto as a possible "anta".
78 Originally it seemed that the pebble court was built around the base, but when the contradictionof an
LM III building with a contemporaryLM I court was realized, we returned to reinvestigateand found a
setting trench with working chips in it around the base block.
79 Kommos, 1980, pp. 242-243.
74
75
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Building P. The framework was secured by wooden dowels joining horizontal timbers to
the base, two mortises for which can be seen on the wall back of the meter stick in
Plate 54:f.80The western end of the wall was set down into the LM I pebble court, upon an
oval "platform"of roundedslabs contemporarywith the court (Pls. 54:e, 55:a). Farther west
is a roughly built rectangularplatform, also predating Building P, of which the north side
was plastered.The south wall of P3, supportednext to the court by a large base slab, incorporatedre-used blockswithin the usual timber framework(P1. 55:b at b, c).
The width of the galleries ranges from 5.48 m. to 5.96 m. (Fig. 10, P1.55:d). The length
of P1 could be as much as 35 meters, but there could be a cross-wall at some point. None is
visible, however, at the high level where we have excavatedon the north side of the room.
The regular width and uniform constructionstrongly suggest that the galleries are very
similarin plan.
Two floors were found within parts of the three rooms we excavated.The first, of local
gray clay orlepida, is hard packed and scorchedin places (P1. 55:b at d). The secondis not
as solid but is also of clay (P1. 55:b at e). None of the floor levels had any features nor any
fallen or abandonedmaterial that would help interpretthe use of the building.
Even more puzzling is the lack of evidencein the form of a cross-wall,jamb, pier, pillar,
or column base to indicatethat the galleries were closedon the west. Although erosionmight
have removed -suchevidence in places (e.g. the erosion gully, P1. 55:b at f), elsewhere, especially west of the well-preserved northern gallery, it would certainly have remained. As
far as we know, the rooms, so like galleries, were open to the court or outdoorsarea on the
west and as such are unique in Minoan Crete.
In Plate 55:b it appears that the floors of P3 sloped down to the west. It is apparent,
however,that the LM I pebble courtwas coveredby a thick layer of clay. Where the LM III
court surface is actually preserved west of the northernmostgallery (P1. 53:d), court and
floor are seen as even in an area that escaped erosion. The floor here was protectedby the
retaining wall built northwest of Building P against the LM II debris of the destroyedstoa
of Building T (P1. 53:d, left). At the same time, the ca. 0.20 m. gap between the ends of the
parallel walls of T and P was plugged with a short north-south wall (P1.53:f,just left of the
meter stick) 81
Building P on the East (Trench 67A1, Figs. 2, 6e, 9, P1. 59)
We expected that Building P would end in line with the east wall of Building T. Instead, the building continued eastward with a high, impressive ashlar facade on a socle
imitating that of earlier T and extending an unknown distance into the scarp (P1. 59:a).
Building T was found to have extended further south than we had thought but was
robbedout when P was built. T's eastern facade can be seen to continue where P had been
built upon it (P1. 59:a, right). Of Building T, here only three blocks, probably part of the
For the technique see MAMAT, pp. 166-185.
When P was constructed,a rubble retaining wall (P1.51:a, above) was built to hold the earth level on the
east, coveringover at the same time a large stone basin (P1. 51:a, below), 0.82 m. in diameter.The basin may,
during the latest phase of T (Fig. 6d), have been set upon the wall to the left in the photograph.
80
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foundation,had been spared from LM III quarrying (P1. 59:e). As describedearlier, Greek
re-use of Building P, down to a thick floorof sea pebbles (at + 3.48 m.; P1.59:d), had unfortunately left no trace of Minoan activity,unless the few bits of bronzefound on that floor are
Minoan.
An unexpecteddiscoverywas that of a stairway set alongsideP's wall (Fig. 6e, P1.59:b,
c). Originally there were eight stone steps, each 0.29-0.35 m. in height, but only six could be
traced in the narrowing stair passage. Although Greek amphora fragmentswere found on
the steps and we know that the stairway was used during the Hellenistic period, we are
assuming for the moment that the stairs are Minoan and led up to the roof of Building P.
The stair structure,however, is based about 0.16 m. higher than the original floor of P and
so was most likely added in the second phase associated with the higher floor level. The
restored drawing (Fig. 9) suggests a floor-to-rooftopdistance of 4.45 m. Evidence for the
lower part of the wooden framing to the left can be seen in the chases in the wall. The
possibility that there was a window is suggestedby a slab with a pivot hole still in situ on top
of the wall, similar to those used in second-storywindows at Kato Zakro.82
In Plate 59:a one can see the paved road level (at + 3.44 m.), continuing below the
krepidoma of Building P and therefore earlier than at least this part of P. Above it is a
rather soft level of earth (at ca. + 3.70 m.; at a in P1. 59:a), a later exterior surfacethat perhaps never became compacted by the passage of traffic since it was in an unfrequented
corner. It is difficult, however, to relate the pavement to the road surfaces found after an
interval of unexcavated area, only a few meters to the north and next to the corner of T.
Here four separate road surfaces were found, two lower ones of slabs below two of hardpacked earth. At the moment it seems best to think of the road pavementin the southern of
these two excavated areas not as one that was laid originally in connection with LM I
Building T but, rather, one that was laid either after the initial constructionof T or one
built after LM I and, conceivably,still prior to the constructionof P.83
P
The LM III date of P is certain. Sherds dating its constructioncome from the packing
north of its wall84 and from its first floors;85they are no later than LM IIIA1, the period

THE DATE OF BUILDING

82 I noted two while participatingin the Kato Zakro excavations.One is set into the top of an exterior house
wall north of the palace. The other was found fallen east of a stairway (M) in House H, a stairway of the "U"
type that so often has a window providinglight at the turn of the stairway.
83 Taking T's socle as a guide, sloping as it does from + 3.70 m. on the north to + 3.66 m. on the south, we
concludethat the drainage here was probablyto the south. If so, then the upper two road surfacesbelong with
the soft level mentioned above. A sounding, however, was made below the slab pavement next to P and exposed only LM and MM remains without a secondslab pavement.With which of the two slab pavementson
the north (+ 3.48 and + 3.30 m.) does the southern slab pavement (at + 3.44 m.) belong? Unless we reverse
the drainage slope, the top one must be chosen, leaving that below it without an obvious continuationon the
south. In the sounding below the slabs (Trench 62E), however, we found a disturbed level (at + 3.12 m.)
which could once have contained an earlier pavement, robbedout when P was constructed.The latter interpretationwas suggestedby M. C. Shaw, who made a probe here and who tracedthe primaryfloor of P under
the staircase,showing that the staircase postdatesthe first use of P.
84
C 7507, C 7697, C 7698 from Trench 56A1.
85 P1: 56A/18; P2: 65A4/85; P3: 65A2/31, 37, 47.
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during which Building P was foundedand first used. A secondstage of use is representedby
the secondfloor and by the stairway on the east, during LM IIIA2, as indicatedby the latest
pottery from within the upper floor layers.86Whether P, like J, was used into LM IIIB,
cannot yet be determined,for erosion and Graeco-Roman activity and accumulationhave
either contaminated,cleared,or obliteratedMinoan floors and most court surfaces.87

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE LOWER HILLSIDE AREA
The past two seasons of work have addedto our understandingof the phases of the southern
area.88In the Bronze Age levels, the discoveryof the long, broadwalkway leading from the
shore to the unusual plastered floor and pavementwith channels (pp. 251-252 above) demonstratesthat the area where Buildings T and then P were to be built had alreadybeen used
at least once before for important structures.
For LM I, we have for the first time at Kommosidentifieda majorconflagration,in the
eastern rooms of Building T. Although on a scale that one might otherwise expect to find in
an LM IB context, it occurredduring an early phase of Building T, probablyin early LM I,
but owing to the lack of floor depositsit is difficultto be more specific.There is, however, no
evidencefor a wall collapse then. Instead, we know that the same rooms were re-used until
there was a majorwall collapse, probablyunaccompaniedby fire; Building T was ruined to
the point that its rooms were filled with wall blocks and portions of collapsedroof. Only to
the west, in the stoa area, were rooms presumably emptied out and re-used (Phases 3-5 in
Fig. 6).
The time when the collapse took place remains to be fixed more precisely by future
study of the sherds scatteredupon the eastern floors,but an LM I date is sure. Re-use of the
stoa area during the same ceramicperiod implies, moreover,that the destructiontook place
before LM I had run its course at Kommos and at other neighboring sites and, therefore,
may have preceded the late LM I burning and collapse so clear at Hagia Triada to the
north. There is no indicationthat the collapse was caused by human agents. Rather, its very
scale suggests an earthquake.So far, however, we have not found evidenceelsewhere on the
site for an LM I tremor,as we have in the MM periodwhen the destructionwas apparently
so great that rebuilding was the only alternative.89One can point out, however, that that
rebuildingcould have taken place some generationsafter the MM collapse (the length of the
hiatus remains to be determined)and that the sequenceof Buildings T and P might present
an analogous situation, although the LM I/II re-use of T is probablynot paralleled in the
MM III levels.
P1:56A/16; P2: 65A4/75, 78, 80; P3: 36B/28; and 65A2/30, 36, 46.
Above the one bit of LM III court remaining (P1. 53:f, right), however, was a layer of sand with mixed
Iron Age and Minoan pottery. Below that and upon the court surface, probablyprotectedfrom erosion by a
wall of roughly set blocks (P1. 53:d, right), were many fragmentsof a Canaanitejar (C 8144) and a Cypriot
Base Ring I jug handle (C 8154; P1. 58:b). None of the local pottery was later than LM IIIA, which may
indicate that Building P went out of use before LM IIIB.
88 See also Kommos, 1982-1983, p. 284, with other references.
89 Kommos, 1981, p. 172.
86

87
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Another addition to our knowledge has been the discoveryof stratified LM 1/11/111
levels in House X north of the Minoan road, confirmingthe sequences we defined in the
dumps south of an LM house on the hillside. In House X the strataexist both in the exterior
dump and within the house. As throughout all areas east of T's colonnade, here also we
found little or no LM IIIB pottery, supportingour impressionof a gradual desertionof the
eastern area, including the north-south road on the east, while the seaside to the west continued in use.
The discoveryof LM IIIA Building P adds substantiallyto our view of the appearance
of LM III Kommos,when Buildings P and N replacedthen desertedT. P, especially,was a
worthy successorto the earlier traditionof major Minoan structuresin the southern area.
Of the later Graeco-Romanremains, we note two developments,both occurringduring
the 7th century B.C. The first is the establishmentof the Archaic court above the ruins of
Minoan Building T but also extending out abovethe Minoan road and furtherto the north.
This general clearing,the many small platformsset without apparentorderon that level, as
well as other features, suggest that the cleaning and leveling was to allow for accommodation for those visiting and using the sanctuaryarea. Archaic Building Q was built at the
end of the same period, which along with the Hellenistic one representsthe two peaks of the
sanctuary's popularity. Building Q will require further study if we are to understandits
curious plan, orientationtoward the sea, and lack of side entrances.The importedtransport
jars found in and near it, implying extensive contactbetween the Western Messara and East
Greek harbors,should inform more general studies of regional exchange duringthat period.
THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT
In the past two seasons we have addedto our understandingof the appearanceand function
of the temple areas during the millennium that they were used. But even this interesting
part of the site's history pales by comparisonwith the emergence of vast Minoan Buildings T and P. The evidencefor the form and archaeologicalhistoryof the easternrooms and
southern continuationof T, as well as that for P's galleries, has been presentedabove. Here
we can consider a few substantiveaspects of their respectivehistories;each building introduces certain issues that are basic to our understandingnot only of Kommosbut the Western Messara and, by inference,of aspects of Minoan culture.
In the case of Building T, we now know that on the north and east it bordered an
enormouscourt, 28.75 m. wide and at least 38 meters long. Because of erosion and possible
removal of building blocks, we can only suspect that T was continuedall along the western
side with an ashlar facade. Within and south of J there was extensive interior space, and in
one case there were pier-and-doorpartitions. More needs to be known of the wing of the
building along the eastern side of the court, its plan presently lying hidden under the galleries of Building P. The end of the court on the south, unfortunately, lies beyond the
boundaries of the land we can presently excavate, so that its exact dimensions remain
unknown. We already know, however, that the court was rectangular,and if conformingin
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proportionto those of other large contemporaryMinoan courtssuch as the "centralcourts",
it might have been 62.29 m. to 72.05 m. long.90
If this is indeed such a court, surroundedby a colonnade and other rooms, then the
building could be another Minoan "palace"and the court equal in size to any other known
Minoan court. Building J/T would become,as some alreadyhave argued,91the fifth known
Minoan "palace".If T were to be shown to have had a palatial form, its role, I believe,
might be rather different from that of other palaces. I have pointed out elsewhere, for instance,the striking contrastbetween the scale and techniqueof Building T and the houses of
the Kommos town.92This, together with its location near the shore, suggest that T's role
may have been colored by harbor activities. Moreover, T lacks some of the characteristics
one expects in "palaces",such as the familiar religious objects,masons'marks,93and state or
receptionhalls.94Finally, one might not expect to find anotherpalace, usually thought to be
a center of rule for a large area, so close to Phaistos and with a central court of roughly the
same size.
Building P, as restored with its great galleries in Figure 10, also invites questions.
Although its two phases of use are well defined, its plan is known only partially;we do not
know how far it continued to either east or south. The galleries, nevertheless,form a coherent plan that we can discuss at least provisionally.In Figure 11 we providesome parallels from buildings in Crete, the Mycenaean Mainland, Asia Minor, Egypt, the Syro-Palestinian area, North Africa, and Roman Italy, the latter two from Graeco-Roman times.95
90The estimate is based on the proportions, widths to lengths, at Zakros (12.09 x 30.30 m.), Malia
(22.275 x 48 m.), Phaistos (22.25 x 51.70 m.), and Knossos (24 x 52 m.). For Zakros see J. W. Graham,
"Further Notes on the Minoan Foot," Acta of the Second International Cretological Congress, Athens 1967,

pp. 157-165, esp. p. 162; for Malia, J. W. Graham, "The Central Court as the Minoan Bull Ring,"AJA 61,
1957, pp. 255-262, esp. p. 255, and idem. "Windows, Recesses and the Piano Nobile in Minoan Palaces,"
AJA 64, 1960, pp. 329-341, esp. p. 341; for Phaistos, ibid., p. 339. The Knossian dimensionswere scaled off
the published plan, S. Hood and W. Taylor, The Bronze Age Palace at Knossos (BSA SupplementaryVolume 13), London 1981.
Another, although faint, possibility is that the east-west dimension of the court represents its longer
measurement.Taking 28.75 m. as a length, the width could then range from 11.47 m. to 13.27 m., and with its
east-west orientation the court arrangementwould not be unlike that at LM I-II Plati in the Lasithi Plain
(J. W. Graham, The Palaces of Crete, Princeton 1962, p. 71 and fig. 30) where the court was a little over
16 m. wide. One can also suggest an analogy with Hagia Triada, with its open "central"space. (The space,
however, is not enclosed, is quite irregular, and apparently was not even partially paved until LM III.) The
difficultywith this explanation is that no traces of an east-west cross-wall on the south have been found so far
and that a pebble-court surface, presumably LM I in date, was found at the appropriate level west of the
southernmostgallery (P4). Further cleaning could clarify the matter.
91 E.g. Betancourtin AGMT, p. 37.
92 Kommos, 1982-1983, p. 286.
93 For a possible "+" mark, see Kommos, 1982-1983, pl. 55:b.
94 If on the west, of course, they would have been destroyedby the sea.
95 The sources for Figure 11 are as follows, from left to right: Knossos,detail of the West Magazines, after
Hood and Taylor, op. cit. (footnote 90 above). Phaistos, West Storeroomarea, after Graham, 1962, op. cit.
(footnote 90 above), pl. 4. Hagia Triada, northern section of the great LM III stoa, after F. Halbherr et al.,
"Haghia Triada nel periodotardo-palaziale,"ASAtene,n.s. 39, 1977 [1980], general plan. Tiryns "stoa"area
in propylon area, after K. Muller, Tiryns. Die Architektur der Burg und des Palastes, Augsburg 1930, III,
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FIG. 10. Conjecturalperspectiverestorationof LM III Building P from the southwest (J. W. and M. C. Shaw
and G. Bianco)

Almost invariably, buildings with a series of relatively narrow, parallel rooms have been
identifiedas places for storageof commoditiesand, sometimes,for shelteringanimals. Some
were magazines with pithoi in which liquids and other goods would have been kept, like
those found at Knossos, Phaistos, and at Hagia Triada. The narrow rooms at Malia are
undated but are probably Minoan. The latest research at Gla suggests that the buildings
there are also storerooms.96The columned rooms at Megiddo may have functioned as
stables.97Egyptian depictionsof storerooms,such as those from the Ramesseum,often show
ingots of copper, grain, storagejars, pottery, and exotic goods.98The horreaor warehouses
at Ostia were intended for the storage of corn.99Those at Apollonia, on the other hand,
pl. I. Malia, submerged Minoan building near shoreline, after A. Guest-Papamanoli and R. Treuil,
"Batimentimmerge,"BCH 103, 1979 (pp. 668-669), fig. 3 on p. 668. See also A. Guest-Papamanoli,"Discoveryof an ImportantStructurein the Sea at Malia in Crete,"AAA 13, 1980, pp. 99-101, where it is interpreted as a building connectedwith activities in the Minoan port. Gla, one of the two "stables"or storerooms,
after G. Mylonas, Mycenae and the Mycenaean Age, Princeton 1966, fig. 74, and S. lakovides, <<?AvacrKa4o
rxa>>,HpaKTLKa1981 [1983] (pp. 92-95), pl. 86. Part of the storerooms in Temple I at Bogazkoy, after
R. Naumann, ArchitekturKleinasiens, Tiibingen 1974, fig. 597. A detail of the storeroomsnext to the funerary temple of Rameses II in Thebes, after W. S. Smith (rev. ed. by W. K. Simpson), The Art and Architecture
of Ancient Egypt, Middlesex 1981, fig. 355 on p. 362. Megiddo, two of the "stables",after S. S. Lamon and
G. M. Shipton, Megiddo I, Chicago 1939, fig. 3. Apollonia, a portionof the Greek shipsheds,after J. du Plat
Taylor, Marine Archaeology,New York 1965, fig. 69. Ostia, northernpart of the Horrea of Hortensius, from
R. Meiggs, Roman Ostia, Oxford 1960, fig. 22.
96 lakovides, Op.cit., p. 94.
97 See J. Holladay, "The Stables of Ancient Israel,"in The Archaeologyof Jordan and OtherStudiespresented to Siegfried Horn, forthcoming.
98 The tomb of Meryra, in N. de Garies Davies, The Rock Tombsof El Amarna, I, The Tombof Meryra,
London 1903, pl. XXXI.
99 Meiggs, op. cit. (footnote95 above), p. 45.
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sheltered warships. With the possible exceptions of the Malia and Apollonia buildings,
partly destroyed by the sea, all the examples contrast with Building P at Kommos to the
extent that their entrancesare restrictedeither by a door or by a corridor,or both, whereas
the galleries of P are completelyopen.
The plans suggest that the galleries in Building P could also be used for storage, possibly of local produce. Wood is a possibility, to judge from the extensive use of massive
timbers in LM I-III architecture.It would certainlyhave been welcome in other lands such
as Egypt where much of the wood was imported. On the other hand, timber, or even cut
lumber, can usually be storedoutside, rather than in an expensive roofedarea. Grain could
have been stored, for we know that great masses of grain were being collected at a still
unindentified site ("da-wo") near pa-i-to ( -Phaistos[?]), the grain representing 10,000
units, the produce of between 2,000 and 6,000 hectares of land, enough to fill the entire
central court at Phaistos to a depth of over a meter.100In order for the galleries to be useful
some means of confining the grain and protecting it from rot would have to have been
devised, as in the series of round granariesin the southwesternpart of the palace at Malia.
No such evidencewas found, however, either in the form of confiningbarriersor elevating
platforms.Further problemsare the unusual length and width given to the galleries, longer
and wider than any of the Minoan storeroomsin Figure 11, which makes the theory of
grain storage doubtful. The same might apply to the alternativeof storing textiles and wool
for export, an industry suggested by the great numbers of sheep recordedin the Linear B
tablets (some 100,000 sheep, requiring one quarter to one third of Crete for grazing), providing a base for export of wool and woolen goods.101
In view of the lack of a satisfactorysolution along these lines, it is worth consideringa
different theory proposedrecently. The open, unprotectedcharacterof the galleries (if intended for storage) and their strange proportions(too long for their width) led M. C. Shaw
to consider what might be stored in such large spaces that could not be easily stolen. One
possible answer is ships. Estimated sizes of Bronze Age ships and comparisonswith Classical shipsheds strengthenthe possibility.102She has also noted a possible depictionof such a
building on the shore in the West House miniature fresco from Thera.'03Possible contemporary parallels could be the still undated, long, parallel cuttings in the bedrockat Nirou
Chani, identifiedby S. Marinatos as BronzeAge shipshedson the basis of their proportions,
size, and location next to a Minoan site.104There is also the very large, undated building
100J.Bennet, "The Structure of the Linear B Administrationat Knossos,"AJA 89, 1985 (pp. 231-249),
p. 247.
101Ibid., p. 236. See also J. T. Killen, "The Wool Industryof Crete in the Late BronzeAge,"BSA 59, 1964,
pp. 1-15.
102 M. C. Shaw, "Late Minoan I Buildings J/T, and Late Minoan III Buildings N and P at Kommos:
Their Nature and Possible Uses as Residences,Palaces, and/or Emporia,"AGMT, pp. 19-25.
103 Ibid., p. 23 and pl. III:b. The building depicted is one story high with an exceptionally high ceiling, its
rooms facing the sea. Another, similar building, also on the shore, is depictedin a frescofragmentfrornHagia
Irini on Keos. The fapade consists of a vertical wall end (white [ashlar?]) and dark interior against a tan
background. Near it men attend two tripod cauldrons on the shore next to what is probably the blue sea;
K. Abramovitz, "Frescoesfrom Ayia Irini, Keos. Parts II-IV," Hesperia 49, 1980 (pp. 57-85), p. 62 and
pl. 6:a.
104
S. Marinatos, <<'AvaoTKa4al Ntpov XaVt Kp TqS>>,FIpaKTtKa,
1925-1926 [1929], pp. 141-147.
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(25 x 37 m.; Fig. 11) at Malia, consistingof three parallel rooms (ca. 2.50 m. wide) north of
another,ca. 6.00 m. wide, the last similar in general dimensionsto a gallery of Building P at
Kommos. The French archaeologists believe it to have been a Minoan harbor installation,105although its date is uncertain.
The distance from Building P to the shore must be considered,but dragging a ship on
rollers or preferably on a sandy beach, over oiled skids, for 130 meters and up some 5-6
meters is not such an onerous task, as long as enough ropes and manpower are available.106
It is to be understood,moreover,that such an operation would be carried out only once a
year, at the end of the spring/summer sailing season. An analogous scene of bringing ships
up from the sea is recordedin the Iliad (I. 485-486):
But when they had come back to the wide camp of the Achaians they hauled the
black ship up on the mainland, high up on the sand, and underneath her they
fixed the long props.107
Some have objectedthat there are no Near Eastern parallels for ship storage within buildings, but we can now note that an inscription from a royal Egyptian dockyardof Tuthmosis III (1504-1450 B.c.) recordsthe storage of a sacredboat in a boathouse (literally, storeroom or storehouse)at a placed called Resynu.108
There may have been a major difference between the positioning of these possible
Bronze Age shipsheds and those of the later Greeks. The Greeks built their shipsheds next
to the shore, with one end of each slipway actually projectingdown into the water, for the
convenienceof pulling the ships up the inclined slipways, but also to enable the sailors to
launch their ships with dispatch, if an enemy ship should appear.109More to the point,
however, is that the Greek shipsheds were usually set in a position well protectedfrom the
waves, within a natural or manmade, sheltered harbor,110behind a sheltering reef (e.g.,
Apollonia in Cyrenaica [Fig. 11], a situation not unlike that at Nirou Chani in Crete), or
within a cutting in bedrock along the shore, as at Sounion in Attica. In Crete the single
shipsheds at Siteial and Matalal12 typify the local Greek custom. At open, poorly sheltered Bronze Age harbor sites like Kommos, or Amnisos, Palaikastro, and Zakros, any
building set so close to the shore would simply have been destroyedby the winter waves.
See footnote95 above.
The verticaldistancewould be the present level of the floorof P1 (+ 3.36 m.) plus the two or three meters
we now estimate for subsidencefor the Matala/Kommos area since the BronzeAge. The horizontaldistanceis
that from P to the present shoreline (80 meters) plus the 30 to 50 meters to be added when the shoreline was
furtherout.
107
Translation by R. Lattimore, The Iliad of Homer, Chicago 1951.
108 S. R. K. Glanville, "Recordsof a Royal Dockyardof the Time of Tuthmosis III. Part
II," Zeitschriftfiur
Aegyptische Sprache 68, 1933, pp. 7-41, reference on p. 37; and R. Caminos, Late Egyptian Miscellanies,
London 1954, p. 159.
109 For the Greek shipsheds see in particular D. J. Blackman, "The Ship-Sheds," in J. S. Morrison and
R. T. Williams, Greek OaredShips, Cambridge 1968, pp. 181-192.
110Athens' Piraeus (Munichia, Zea) for the former,Aigina for the latter.
111C. Davaras, <<ET9
vEWroTK0o iapa T%v 1)TdEav?>>,
'ApX'E4, 1967 [1968], pp. 84-90.
112 D. Blackman, "The Neosoikos at Matala," Acta of the Third Cretological Congress I, Athens 1971,
pp. 14-21.
105
106
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As a result of this last season of excavation, it is clear that at Kommos there are no
known impedimentswest of P preventingthe drawing up of ships,113 and the theory that P
functionedto house ships, or ships and goods, remains the best available explanation. It is
unfortunatethat there is no evidencewithin the galleries in the form of ships' equipment or
traces of use (e.g. provision for the keels in the floor) of the ships themselves.
While there may have been some independentMinoan tradersafter LM I, the character of the Linear B tablets emphasizes the controlling role of the administrativeauthorities,114and one must associate Building P with an administrativeinitiative during LM IIIA
which made use of a derelict public area, that of Building T, which had once probablybeen
the major"civic"building at Kommos.
The nature of the trade associatedwith P and other LM III buildings in the southern
area remains vague, although it is clear that interconnectionsbetween Cyprus and the
southern Messara (via Kommos)were closer than ever, as shown by the presenceof Cypriot
and Canaanite wares in many different LM III contexts at Kommos. Connections with
Italy, although not yet so strong, had already been establishedby LM IIIAl.115 Of special
interest in this connectionis the discoveryof the 14th-13th century shipwreck off the coast
of Turkey at Kas, with its many tin and copperingots, pithoi containingvarietiesof Cypriot
wares, and Canaanite jars, as well as Mycenaean pottery.116The close links between the
Aegean and the Eastern Mediterranean at the same time have recently been reinforcedby
the excavation in Egypt of the small offshore island at Marsa Matruh, the only natural
harbor between Alexandria and Tobruk, where reinvestigation of a site known to have
Cypriot wares has producednot only Mycenaean but some possible LM IIIA Minoan pottery as well. The investigatorconcludesthat the island served as a port of call for mariners
sailing from Crete toward the Nile Delta and the Palestine coast.117Crete (= Kaptaru) was
also frequentedby Ugaritic ships, one returning to its home port in the early 13th century
with a cargo of grain, a fermentedbeverage,and oil. Tin from the storehousesat Mari was
picked up at Ugarit by a merchantfrom Crete.118
The material imported into Crete also remains uncertain. The commoditymost commonly mentionedby scholarsis metal:gold and in particularcopperand tin. One suggestion
is that during the period of Building P metal trade between Kommos and Cyprus declined
113 Only in 1985 was the court cleared.Two walls to the west, thought to be of LM III date, turned out to be
the western end of Archaic Building Q.
114 E. Schofield, "The Western Cyclades and Crete: A 'Special Relationship',"OxfordJournal of Archaeology 1, 1982, pp. 9-25, esp. p. 20.
115 The evidenceup to 1984 is summarizedin L. V. Watrous, "LateBronze Age Kommos:ImportedPottery
as Evidence for Foreign Contact,"AGMT, pp. 7-11. See also Kommos, 1982-1983, p. 278.
116
C. Pulak and D. A. Frey, "The Search for a Bronze Age Shipwreck,"Archaeology38, 1985, pp. 18-24.
117
D. White, "Excavationsat Marsa Matruh," American Research Center in Egypt Newsletter 131, Fall
1985, pp. 3-17, esp. p. 10, and "Excavationof Bates Island, A Late Bronze Age Egyptian Trading Station"
(abstract),AJA 90, 1986, pp. 205-206.
118 Citations for both can be found in Y. Portugali and A. B. Knapp, "Cyprusand the Aegean: A Spacial
Analysis of the Interaction in the Seventeenthto Fourteenth Centuries B.C.," pp. 44-69 in PrehistoricProductionand Exchange, A. B. Knapp and T. Stech edd. (Monograph XXV, Institute of Archaeology,University of California), Los Angeles 1985, esp. p. 66.
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and was replaced by trade with Italy.119A recently published analysis indicates Aegean
interest in Cyprus increasing in the 15th century at the same time that, curiously, Cypriot
interaction with the Aegean, as measured by Cypriot objects imported into the Aegean,
decreases.120Although at Kommos there are a few Cypriot imports in MM I-LM I contexts, there is a dramatic increase in LM IIIA, which should indicate closer contact.121A
major,unresolvedissue is to what extent Cypriot copper,as opposedto copperfrom Europe
or the Greek Mainland, in particularfrom Laurion, was being broughtto Crete and during
what periods.122 Future analyses of the metals from Kommos,especiallythe ingot fragments
from the LM IIIA floor of Building N, may contributeto the resolutionof the problem.
Regarding LM I-III developmentsin Crete, we should note that the recentlypublished
symposiumon the area of the Western Messara (AGMT) has broughta numberof general
relationships into focus. It has been pointed out, for instance, that the characterof population centersseems to change. Phaistos appearsto lose its hegemonyafter LM I but regains it
in late LM III; and Hagia Triada, with its opulent LM I houses and lower town, seems to
becomemore of a regional administrativecenterin LM IIIA2.123The characterof Kommos
during both periods, however, seems consistent:the humble quality of the houses contrasts
first in LM I with massive ashlar Building T and later, in LM III, with Building P. It has
been proposed that during LM III Hagia Triada assumed an administrativerole, with
Kommos acting as the center for foreign exchange, the former represented by Building ABCD and the two stoas at Hagia Triada, the latter shown by the presenceof Cypriot
and Canaanite pottery at Kommos rather than at Hagia Triada.124Perhaps this commercial role is what explains the rather constant importance of Kommos in both LM I and
LM III times, which stands in contrast with the more fluctuating characterof the other
two sites.
JOSEPH W. SHAW
UNIVERSITY

OF TORONTO

Department of Fine Art
100 St. George St.
Toronto, Canada
119 Watrous, AGMT,

p. 10.
Portugali and Knapp, op. cit. (footnote 118 above), p. 64.
121 Kommos, 1981, p. 193; 1982-1983, passim, and P. Russell (op. cit. [footnote2 above]).
122
Recent considerationof the complex problemcan be found in Portugali and Knapp, op. cit. (footnote 118
above), pp. 64-65, and also in J. D. Muhly, "The Late Bronze Age in Cyprus: A 25 Year Retrospect,"in
Archaeologyin Cyprus 1960-1985, Nicosia 1985, pp. 20-46, esp. pp. 38-39 where he questions the Laurion
source since so far we lack evidencefor significantcopper deposits and appropriateBronze Age settlementsin
that area.
123 See especially V. La Rosa, "PreliminaryConsiderationson the Problem of the Relationship between
Phaistos and Hagia Traidha,"AGMT (pp. 45-54), pp. 50-53.
124 Ibid., p. 53. LM IIIAM,however, appears to be the date of Buildings N and P at Kommos, whereas
LM 111A2is that proposed by the excavators for the structures at Hagia Triada. There is evidence, on the
other hand, to show that LM IIIAl was well advancedwhen at least P was built, but only further study of the
pottery at both sites can help to determine whether there is a gap between the building of the two groups.
Nevertheless, during its second phase, in LM 111A2,P might have served in the manner suggested.
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Rooms excavated in eastern area of Building T, from south (1985)

PLATE 53

a. Building T, Space 25: lower burnt level exposed. From
southeast
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b. Slab road surface and scattered
slabs. Building T at left. From east
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c. Building T, Space 25: fallen plaster (below meter
stick), scatteredcups, burnt-beam impression (center)
on first floor. From north
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d. LM I court area: LM III retaining wall (left) and
4th-century retaining wall (far upper right)
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PLATE 54

a. Court area before excavation:part of Building Q,
Room 30 (foreground)and crosswall of Building P
(at arrow), from east (1984)

b. Same as a: base for P's wall end (center) from
southeast
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c. LM I pavement below floor of Gallery P2
(Space 27) from west

H

d. Same as b: detail of base from east
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e. Building P: southern wall end of Gallery P2
(Space 27) and earlier platform, from northwest

f. Same as e: southern wall end
of Gallery P2; dowel holes beyond meter stick. From west
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PLATE 55

a. Gallery P2: portion of "platform"west of south
wall end, above rounded slabs. Three layers of
LM I pebble court (left). From south

d

b. Gallery P3: walls and surfaces, from northwest
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c. Gallery P3: portion of south wall
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d. Demonstration of width of Gallery P3

e. Gallery P3: LM I plaster floor and compartment
walls below P3 floor, from west

Building P
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f. Western end of south wall of
Gallery P4, from west

a. Portion of walkway found below LM court, south
wall of Building Q in background,from southeast
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b. Detail of plaster edge north of walkway

X, North of the East-West Road
~~~~~~House
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c. LM III rubble tumble above
road, House X in background.
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d. Rooms 5, 6, 8, 9, from south

souteas
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e. Upper level of Room 5, from south

f. Slab and drain (in shadow at left) in Room 6,
from southeast

PLATE 57

Eastern Road Area
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a. House X: Room 2 from west

b. Upper fill: LM III retaining wall. Eastern fagade of
Building T (left). From south

A.

c. Upper slab road surface with kernos (center), from
south
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d. Upper LM III road surfaces from south. Ashlar
block repositioned

a. Canaanitejar handles with signs: from above
LM III court (left) and just north of Building
P on the east (right)

b. Cypriot jug fragments:from within House X (left) and above
LM III court (right)
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d Stone squat aryballos from House X

c. LM II pottery from area of House X
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e. Palace-style vase from House X
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f. Fragment of pyxis from House X
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PLATE 59

Nb.

North facade and stairway of Building P, from northwest

a Road next to fade of
Building P (right) set
upon earlier road (center) - 4"r'
next to Building T (foreground), from west

c. Building P: stairway from southeast
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d. Building P: floor west of stairway from
west
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e. BuildingP: probebelowfloor westof stairway,

PLATE 60
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a. View from the east

b. Central room, basin and jar in situ, from east

Eastern Area, Hellenistic

Building

E

_

c. Cookingjar from central room

